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FOREWORD

The research work in this report was performed by American Machine
& Foundry Company, Stamford, Connecticut, for the Flight Dynamics Lab-
oratory, Directorate of Aeromechanics, Deputy Commander/Technology,
Aeronautical Systerns Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, under
AF Contract No. AF33(657)-8197. This research is part of a continuing
effort to obtain design philosophies and techniques for reliable, minimum
weight extraterrestrial launching and alighting systems for aerospace ve-
hicles, which is part of the Air Force Systems Command's Applied Research
Program 750A, the Mechanics of Flight. The Project Nr. is 1369 "Mechanical
Subsystems for Aerospace Vehicles", and the Task Nr. is 136903 "Launching
and Alighting Systems for Ground Contact". Mr. Wallace C. Buzzard of the
Flight Dynamics Laboratory was the Project Engineer. The research was
conducted frorn February 1962 to May 1963 by Messrs. Andrew B. Burns and
James A. Plascyk.

Specific technical contributions to the work described in this report
were also made by Messrs. H. T. Bossung, F. DiFlora and S. M. Levin
of the American Machine and Foundry Company. Mr. Buzzard of the Flight
Dynamics Laboratory made many helpful criticisms and suggestions and, in
particular, contributed the material on scaling principles contained in this
report.
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ABSTRACT

Mission parameters are estimated for a manned lunar alight-
ment. Undercarriage concepts are developed which provide for alight-
ment on unprepared lunar surfaces and provide the necessary support
for subsequent launch from the lunar surface. A novel concept is
described which places steel honeycomb energy absorption elements at
the ends of four self-aligning strut mechanisms. The self-aligning
feature, which is applicable to any number of surface contactors, re-
sults in an alightment system whose bulk and weight are a small frac-
tion of the comparable quantities for systems using fixed undercarriages.
It has been found that the incorporation of au:iliary launch engines in the
alightment system to utilize salvaged alightment energy or chemical
fuels offers no advantage. Analytical background material is reported
and an experimental program which verified the feasibility of the self-
aligning feature is described.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

FOR THE DIRECTOR

y1 -. Bt=G~
assistant for R&T
Vehicle Equipment Division
A? Flight Dynamics Laboratory
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1. 1 SCOPE

This report presents the findings established in a concept study
for lunar alightment and launch. The specific technical objectives of
the program may be summarized as follows:

1) Establish alightment system concepts which provide for
the alightment of manned aerospace vehicles on unpre-
pared lunar surfaces. The undercarriage must include
provisions for subsequent launch support.

2) Establish design parameters for missions which" are to be
undertaken subsequent to the first manned lunar alight-
ment.

3) Conduct tests necessary to verify feasibility of unusual
features of proposed alightment system configurations.

The three principal facets of a lunar alightment system are the
energy absorbers which absorb the kinetic energy of the vehicle at alight-
ment, the surface contactors which engage the lunar surface and cause
the energy absorbers to be actuated, and the undercarriage structure which
transmits the deceleration loads to the energy absorbers and/or the vehicle
itself. These several facets of the problem were studied independently and
collectively and from the results of these efforts, a preferred alightment
system concept was developed. This concept is described briefly in the
following paragraphs. Detailed discussion of the technical problem, in-
cluding the establishment of mission parameters and stability criteria, is
contained in subsequent sections of this report.

A detailed description and an evaluation of an experimental program

are indicated in Section 10 of this report. A number of appendices are in-
cluded which offer detailed analytical developments or incidental descriptive

information.

1.2 PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS

1. 2. 1 Mission Parameters

The mission parameters established in this study are listed in
Table 1. It may be expected that several years will elapse before this

Manuscript released by the authors 6 May 1963, for publication as an
ASD Technical Documentary Report.
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mission is finalized. In that interval, considerable advancement may be
fairly anticipated in the state of knowledge of the lunar environment and
of lunar alighting vehicle characteristics. Since the "efficiency" of the
alightment system is of tremendous importance to a space mission, mis-
sion parameters have been established in this study on the basis of those
values which will "most probably" apply at the time this mission is finalized.

In establishing the mission parameters, it has been assumed that
vehicle aiming capability permits alightment in a favorable region of the
moon's surface and that vehicle maneuvering capability permits the avoidance
of serious local obstacles such as crevices.

1. 2. 2 Launch Support

It has been concluded that for this mission, no advantage is gained
from the employment of non-rocket auxiliary launch engines or mechanisms
which salvage alightment energy. There is also no need for hold down for
lunar launch nor is there any need for carrying the alightment system with
the vehicle at launch.

It has been assumed that a nominal vertical attitude of the vehicle
is best for both lunar alightment and lunar launch. It has been concluded
that it is far simpler and more reliable to provide that the vehicle does not
upset at alightment than it is to provide means for coping with upset.

1. 2. 3 Preferred Alightment System Configuration

For the mission parameters established in this study, the most
attractive alightment system configuration is one in which four individual

Mar-Aging steel honeycomb energy absorption elements are located at the
ends of a system of four self-aligning strut mechanisms, which are spaced
equally about the periphery of the vehicle. To each of the energy absorption
elements is attached a load distributing surface contactor which contacts
the lunar surface at a horizontal radius of approximately fourteen feet.
Figure l5indicates general system proportions. Each of the strut mech-
anisms is a parallelogram which permits the surface contactor to be
axially realigned to accommodate sloping or irregular surfaces without
tilting of the vehicle or unequal distribution of the alightment load among
the four energy absorption elements, Each of the strut mechanisms in-
cludesa self-energizing lock mechanism which fixes the strut structure
when alignment has been accomplished. Each lock is actuated by a trip
line which is differentially connected to every other lock. The differential
arrangement provides that all the brake trip lines go taut simultaneously



when the sum total of all four surface contactor displacements reaches a
pre-established value. This value is sufficient to insure that all con-
tactors engage the lunar surface under the most aggravating design con-
ditions. Once actuated, the locks remain energized irrespective of the
status of the lock trip lines. The overall weight of this alightment system
is approximately two percent of the total vehicle alightment weight.

The novel feature of the preferred alightment system configuration
is its self-aligning quality which provides dramatic reductions in the weight
and envelope of the undercarriage. For the established mission parameters,

introduction of the self-aligning quality to a fixed tripod alightment system
reduces its lateral spread by a factor of 2-l/4 and its weight by a factor of
4, The self-aligning quality also affords good load distribution among any
number of surface contactors, readily permitting the use of four surface
contactors instead of three. For the established mission, this reduces
alightment system weight by an additional factor of 2.

The physical proportions of a fixed tripod configuration and self-
aligning tripod and quadripod configurations of comparable performance
capabilities are indicated in Figures 13,14,and 15, respectively. Varia-
tions on these systems and there components are discussed more fully
in following sections of this report.

1. 3 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

A one-twelfth scale model alightment vehicle with a self-aligning

quadripod undercarriage was fabricated and subjected to drop tests on a
sloping surface to verify the efficacy of the self-aligning quality. Horizon-
tal vehicle velocity was simulated by horizontal motion of the sloping sur-
face. The feasibility of using a self-aligning undercarriage for a lunar

alightment system was confizmed by the test results.

1.4 FUTURE STUDY REQUIREMENTS

The general approach to the lunar alightment problem covered in

this report has been reviewed with the objective of identifying those areas
in which the need for specific study and development can be seen. Recom-
mendations for future study are presented and discussed.

3



2. DESIGN CRITERIA

2. 1 PHILOSOPHY

There is a strong tendency to establish criteria in accordance

with the worst conceivable conditions. There is also reason to expect
that by the time of the mission to which this study is directed, better
information will be available in several respects, including information
gained from earlier unmanned and manned lunar alightments. Since the
"efficiency" of a system is of tremendous importance to a space mission,
the results of this study will have maximum effectiveness if they are based
on the conditions which will "most probably" apply at the time detail de-
signs are finalized. This philosophy has been considered in establishing
criteria for this study.

A number of specific design criteria have been established for

this study and are summarized inTable i.. Since the current state of the
art does not permit these quantities to be established with precision, the
specified values should be understood to indicate the emphasis or "focus"
of attention in the study. In some instances, it is felt that the ultimate
criteria may be expected at this time, to fall within a range of values
wherein variation within the range can have a significant bearing on alight-
ment system design. These ranges are indicated in the table where appro-
priate. Their significance is discussed in Section 9.

2. 2 MISSION PARAMETERS

2. 2. 1 Vehicle Description

The vehicle description assumed for this study is a composite of
the descriptions of manned lunar vehicles found in references 24, 26,
and 35. A summary of the current manned and unmanned space vehicles

that are designed or under consideration, by NASA, is presented in
Table 2. By way of further confirming the plausibility of vehicle alight-

ing weights, the calculations of Appendix XV were performed. Based on a
conservative value for impulse of 200 seconds (intended to reflect the

weight of the whole propulsion stage) a lunar escape vehicle could be launched
from the moon surface with a total vehicle weight equal to 3. 4 times the
escape vehicle weight. Reference 35 indicates potential Apollo capsule

weights from 15 to 30 earth tons. When the mission are compared, this
range of values does not seem inconsistent with the 1-1/2 earth ton weight
of the Mercury capsule. The assumed alighting weight values are based

on the foregoing.
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Table 1 Mission Parameters

Nominal Potential
Category Quality Units Val Val

Values Value s

Vehicle Diameter feet 20 15 to 20
Description Height feet 70 50 to 90

C. G. Height to Overall
Height Ratio --- 50 35 to 65

Lunar Alighting Weight earth tons 50 25 to 100

Maximum Vertical Velocity fps 35
Alightingonitins Horizontal Velocity fps 3. 5Conditions

Spin Velocity deg/sec 1/4

Tilt Velocity deg/sec 1/4

Tilt Magnitude degrees 1 to 3

Allowable Deceleration earth g's 10

Lunar Surface Slope degrees 3 to 5
Geology Maximum Obstacle

Height feet 1

Surface Bearing Strength psi 200 50 to 1000

Dust Overlay Thickness inches 6 0 to 12

Atmospheric Atmospheric Pressure earthatm's 10-13
Exposure Solar Radiation BTU/hr/ft 2 425

Particle Radiation ---

Electromagnetic Rad. -

Prelaunch Exposure

Time (for Launch from
Earth Orbit) earth days 14

Maximum Flight
Exposure Time earth days 3

Lunar Surface
Exposure Time earth days 14 42

Inconsequential effect on lunar alightment system.
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Table 2 Summary of Proposed Space Vehicles

Space Approximate Max.
Vehicle Mission Weight - lbs.

Mercury I man, earth orbit 2,900

Gemini 2 man, earth orbit 6,000

Apollo A 3 man, earth orbit 35,000

Apollo B 3 man, lunar orbit 61,000

Apollo C 3 man, lunar landing 215,000

Ranger 2 Non-manned, hard lunar impact 730

Surveyor A Non-manned, soft lunar impact 2, 500

Surveyor B Non-manned, lunar orbit 2, 500

Prospector Non-manned, soft lunar impact 2, 500

6



There appears to be no particular reason for attempting to carry
from the lunar surface the substantial weights of the fuel tanks and engines

used to accomplish deceleration preparatory to lunar surface alightment.
It is therefore considered probable that salvage of these items will be un-
necessary and they may be used to contribute to the absorption of impact
energy if practical.

2. 2. 2 Maximum Alighting Conditions

The maximum vertical and horizontal velocities are based on the
suggestion of the ASD Project Engineer and are considered by this
organization to be conservative values.

The spin and tilt velocities are conservatively estimated on the
basis of the orientation stability achieved in the Mercury orbital flights
as reported in reference 28 and various elements of the popular press.

Equipment fragility appears to be the deciding factor in establish-
ing allowable deceleration rates at impact. According to references 9
and 23, the relatively small impact velocity change assumed for this study
can be tolerated by humans at deceleration rates of 50 or 100 earth g's.
Considering that the sustained vehicle acceleration rates for manned space
flight are limited to the order of 8 earth g's gradually applied (as in the
Mercury program), there is no reason, discounting impact, for designing
the vehicle's equipment to withstand much more than 8 earth g's. Since
20 g design has been standard practice for aircraft equipment for some
time and allowing for the fact that sudden application of a load increases
its effect, the figure of 10 earth g's appears to offer a reasonable basis
for peak allowable deceleration at alightment impact. It should be borne
in mind that the vehicle structure and/or on-board equipment can experi-
ence momentary accelerations of up to 20 g as a result of the sudden
application of a nominal 10 g decelerating load.

2. 2. 3 Lunar Geology

References 15, 17, and 25 deal in whole or in part with lunar
geology. There are various degrees of consistency and contradiction
among the sources concerning various details of the lunar geology.

The values indicated in Table 1 are felt to represent a consensus of

prevailing opinions and are felt to be reasonable values in the light of
the missions considered in this study.
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2. Z. 4 Atmospheric Exposure

The ratio indicated for lunar to earth atmospheric pressure
represents a popular estimate (reference 17). Since a variation by
a factor of 1000 either way would probably not perceptibly affect the
alighting studies, there appears to be no point in refining the esti-

mate.

The exposure duration values are more or less casual estimates
since the indicated order of magnitudes had no influence on the alight-
ment system configurations.

2. 3 GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

2. 3. 1 Design Loading for Supporting Structure

The actual vertical load in the supporting structure should be
expected to exceed the equivalent static deceleration load owing to the
sudden application of the decelerating load and the influence of the actual
mass and elasticity of the structure. This load amplification would vary
from unity at the outer extremity of the supporting structure to a value
conceivably as high as 2 at the inner extremity of the supporting structure.
The value selected for the design load is not necessarily the best value
for ultimate design purposes, but it is considered suitable for making
comparisons between various alightment concepts. To account for the
effects of horizontal and spin velocity of the vehicle at alightment, hori-
zontal design loads have been established at 20 percent of vertical design
load in the radial direction and 10 percent of the vertical design load in
the tangential direction. In the design of an actual lunar alightnent system,
the dynamic loads appearing in various portions of the structure should be
carefully evaluated.

The nominal design loads are illustrated graphically in Figure 1.
The radial and tangential loads are assumed to act concurrently with the
vertical load but not concurrently with each other.

In summary:

Vertical Load (PV) 11 g

Radial Load (PR) (. Z)(llg) P

Tangential Load (PT) (. 1)(11g)

PV
8

Figure 1. Strut Design Load Diagram



2. 3. 2 Allowable Lateral Motion

It is necessary to limit the lateral motion of the surface contactor

during alightment so as not to cause excessive side forces which might

significantly affect the performance of the energy absorber (see Figure 2).
A nominal value of four inches has been (somewhat intuitively) selected as

the limiting value for the horizontal contactor motion associated with the

alignment action during alightment.

4 in ma"-'

Figure 2 Allowable Lateral Contactor Motion

2. 3. 3 Clearance Requirements

It is necessary that the landing support system be designed so

that no portion of the unit or vehicle will be damaged due to the lunar

surface having a contour of a three-degree slope plus a scattering of

one foot obstacles. It is assumed that for a tripod landing system, the

obstacle may appear under one or two surface contactors when the vehicle
alights on a three-degree slope. It is assumed that for a quadripod land-

ing system, the obstacle may appear under one, two adjacent, or two

opposite surface contactors when the vehicle alights on a three-degree

slope. Figure 3 gives the required clearance profile to preclude any
interference between vehicle and obstacle.



Cone

Energy absorption stroke

Obstacle height

Figure 3 Clearance Profile
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3. STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

Alloys of steel, aluminum, magnesium and titanium were evaluated

for structural use. For this application, the strength per unit weight was
considered the most important criteria. Promising alloys of each of these
materials have been considered. A comparison of properties at room tem-

perature is listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Metal Properties

Strenght/wt Stiffnes's/,kt.,
Yield Modulus of Ratio Ratio

Strength Elasticity Density (lb/inZ ' (lb/in2

Material (lb/in2) (lb/in2) (lb / in2) \ --binT/ \u/in3

Steel (1)A 1S14130 176,000 29 x 106 0.283 6.2 x 105 102 x 106

(2) 18NiCoMo 300,000 27.5 x 106 0.289 10.6 x 105 95.1 x 106

(300) Mar-

Aging Steel

Aluminum - 80,000 10.3 x 106 0.101 7.93 x 105 lOZ x 106

Alloy 7178

Magnesium - 38,000 6.5 x 106 0.0659 5.78 x 105 98.7 x 106

Alloy ZK 60 A

Titanium - 70,000 15.5 x 106 0.164 4.27 x 105 94.5 x 10

Alloy 99 Ti

The above table shows the comparison of two basic properties, the

strength and elasticity. These two quantities are not the only considerations
but will serve to show which materials can be discounted with a minimum

consideration. For this application, these two properties are of prime
importance. The two most applicable materials from these considerations
can be seen to be the 18 NiCoMo(300) and Aluminum Alloy 7178. The steel

shows the greatest strength-to-weight value and the aluminum is stiffer for

a given weight. This particular steel has low ductility, but by proper heat

treating and adjusting of the alloys, a more ductile material can be achieved
at the expense of some loss in strength.

11



Since compression members tend to be the heavier members of a
structure, and since the stiffness of a material is more significant than
strength in determining the size of long compression members, Aluminum
Alloy 7178 has been selected as the basis for establishing weight compari-
sons of the various structural configurations. It is probable that some
benefit could be obtained with hybrid designs which, for tension and short
compression menbers, exploit the more favorable strength to weight ratio. of
steel. The Maraging Steel has been selected for consideration in such items as

the surface contactor, where strength is more critical.

The yield stress values discussed above must be modified to account
for environmental temperature extremes and for variations in raw material
production. The value reported for the aluminum alloy was obtained from

MIL-HDBK-5, March 1959, which indicates that this value for yield stress
will be met or exceeded by 90 per cent of the material supplied by the pro-
ducers as a result of statistical studies conducted over a period of time.
For this type of program where cost is not the prime consideration, it is
felt that selective testing could produce even stronger samples but certainly
a 90 per cent guarantee would require little testing to obtain a sample at
least as strong as the tabulated value.

The temperature consideration will depend upon the evaluation of the
radiation heat transfer to or from the components in question while operating
near the surface of the moon. This is a complex problem depending on the
solar heat flux, the surface radiating properties of the materials in question
and the shape factor of the unit in question. It is felt that the reflecting
characteristics of the vehicle, being primarily clean metallic surfaces, will
be the same or better than that of the moon in regard to the infrared spec-
trum. Therefore. there is little reason to suspect that the vehicle will
experience greater temperatures than the lunar surface which is known to be
no greater than +260'F. Since the strength of the material increases at %lower
temperatures, the lower extreme of -240°F will not be a problem.

It is not anticipated that there will be any difficulty with the rocket
exhaust. The assumption is that the system will be designed so that there
will be no direct impingement of the jet on the landing system components.
The radiative heat transfer to the alightment system will also be insignifi-
cant due to the small temperature difference which will probably exist be-
tween the structure and the exhaust gases. If the maximum temperature of
the structure were assumed to be that of the lunar surface, or +260'F, and
if isentropic flow of the exhaust gases through the nozzle occurred, then the
exhaust gases issuing from the nozzle exit would be at the same temperature
(260°F) at a mach number of approximately 6.0. The combustion chamber
total temperature was assumed to be at about 5000'F from information avail-
able in reference 14. The exit Mach number for rockets designed for lunar

12



landings is anticipated to be above Mach 10, for which the exhaust gas tem-
perature would be less than the estimated maximum structure temperature.
Further, the emissivity of the exhaust gases will be very low since only
the water vapor and incandescent particles will act as sources of radiant
e ner gy.

Therefore, it is not expected that the temperature of the material
will rise appreciably above 2600F. A value of 3000F will be assumed for
safety. At this temperature, the aluminum alloy selected experiences
a reduction of 22 per cent which reduces the allowable strength to 6Z, 500
psi. A rounded-off value of 60, 000 psi has been selected as a tensile
strength design criteria for this study. A stress value equal to 60 per
cent of the yield strength has been selected for shear strength.

The Mar-Aging steel exhibits low ductility and it was considered
desirable to derate the yield strength appreciably to allow for this effect
in addition to the temperature effect. It was felt that a value of 175, 000
psi would be safe for design purposes. The shear strength of this material
was considered to be 60 per cent of the yield which results in an allowable
shear stress of 105, 000 psi.

The high strength aluminum alloys (such as 7178) are difficult or
impossible to weld and hence the structure will have to joined by other
means. If welding were necessary, a weldable material could be bolted
to the high strength material. The aluminum alloys which can be welded
are of much lower strength.

The Mar-Aging steels seem to offer no appreciable problems assoc-
iated with welding, A controlled environment and care must be taken when
welding but success has been achieved with this method of fabrication.

Sublimation is not a significant factor in any of the material selec-
tions discussed above since the duration of exposure and operating tempera-
tures established in the design criteria are not extreme in this respect,
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4. ENERGY ABSORBERS

4. 1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The most attractive energy absorption medium evaluated in this
study is a nickel alloy steel honeycomb structure. This medium which
absorbs energy in axial compression, has a specific energy capacity in
'the order of Z5, 000 ft-lb/lb, comparable to that of the lightest energy
absorption devices developed to date. It has excellent force uniformity
with efficiencies (ratio of average to peak force) in excess of 90% attain-
able. Its flexible form and compact size permit the energy absbrption
'elements to be directly mounted on the outer extremities of the under -
carriage structure eliminating the need for mechanisms to transmit loads
to remote energy absorption elements.

Nominal characteristics of a number of potential energy absorption
media are listed in Table 4. The specific energy capacities for simple
metal bars are based on commonly published values for ultimate strength
and elongation at rupture and are listed primarily for reference. In a
typical test specimen, "failure" occurs when a localized region of the
material suffers gross strain (necks down), but most of the material has
been subjected to only moderate strain when "disconnected" as a result
of rupture. Mechanisms which permit the introduction of a gross strain
in a large proportion of a. metal element before rupture disables the
energy absorption actionpermit substantial improvements over the
specific energy capacities of simple metal bars. The hexagonal cell
honeycomb structure is an example of such a mechanism, Another
example of such a mechanism is the "Invertube", which absorbs energy
by turning a metal tube inside out. Specific energy capacities of 14, 000
ft-lb/lb have been experimentally obtained with mild steel.

An alternate approach to increasing the specific energy capacity

of metal is the "frangible tube"in which a metal tube is forced over an
expending mandrel to successively cause rupture of short axial sections
of the tube. Specific energy capacities of up to 30, 000 ft-lb/lb are

claimed for this device.

Relationships for evaluating the proportions of bulk energy absorp-
tion media (including honeycomb structures) required to attain specific
performance characteristics are developed in Appendix V.

It has been found that for the high capacity absorbers, the weight of
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Table 4. Characteristics of Potential Energy Absorbers

Usable
Efficiency Efficiency Stroke %

Manner of ft-lb ft-lb of Total
Member Material Loading lb -ft Length Rebound References

Bar Steel Tension or 2700 Neglig .  Appendix III

(ASTM A7) Compression 20

Bar Aluminum Tension or 3200 iHeglig. Appeaidx III
(2024) Compression I

Cylindrical Shell Aluminum Compression 3000 Neglig. 7
(2024 T-3) parallel to 80

-xis. Deflects

by local buckling.

Invertube Aluminum Compression 10,000 To 200 Neglig.

(3003) parallel to axis. (Not countng

Deflects by turn- mandrel)
ing inside-out.

Invertube Steel Compression 14,000 To 200 Neglig.
parallel to axis. (Not counting

Deflects by turn- mandrel)
ing inside-out.

Cylindrical Shell Aluminum Compression 10,000 80 Neglig. 7
and Trapped Air (2024 T-3) parellel to axis.

Deflects by
local buckling.

Cylindrical Shell Aluminum Compression 13,700 80 Neglig. 7
and Trapped (2024 T-3) parallel to axis.
Helium Deflects by

local buckling.

Frangible Tube Steel Compression 30,000 100 Heglig. 10

Honeycomb Alum. (Hexcel Compression 11,000 8g, 000 75 Neglig. 7,22

4 Mil 5052) parallel to cell.

Honeycomb Steel Compression 25, 000 80 Neglig. 22
parallel to cell to

axes. 30,000

Honeycomb Paper Compression 3500 70 8 34

Air Bag
(Vertical Cylinder) Fabric Bag Compression 7900 Large 7

parallel to unless
cylinder axic. bleed is

used to
deflate.

Block Balsa Compression 24,000 144,000 80 Neglig. 8

parallel to
grain.

Block Styrofoam Compression 2500 3750 60 35 8,34

T-22

Block Styrofoam Compression 4000 18,000 50 24 8,34

HD-2

Hydraulic Compression 3000 Less than Neglig. Appendix VI

Cylinder or Tension 50 (comp)

Coulomb Friction Aluminum Various 37,000 Neglig. Appendix IV

Type

Coulomb Friction Steel Various 44,000 Heglig. Appendix IV

Type
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the actual energy absorption element constitutes a small part of the
total alightment system weight and other qualities of the absorption
media assume correspondingly increased significance.

Various aspects of potential energy absorber types are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

4.2 MAR-AGING STEEL HONEYCOMB

4. 2. 1 General Performance Characteristics

Hexagonal cell, honeycomb structure has been found to be attractive
as an energy abosrber when subjected to axial compression. The findings
reported here are primarily those established during the course of a pro-
gram being conducted at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena,
California. This study has dealt in general with the performance of
metal energy absorbers in the space environment. A number of types
were surveyed and particular attention was then given to the development
of metal honeycombs which were found to have attractive characteristics.
The results of an early portion of the program were covered in Reference
22. Subsequent efforts have not yet been covered in published reports.
The related information reported herein has been obtained in
communication with Mr. Russell McFarland who is associated with
the JPL program. The principal relevant findings of the study are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

a) A theoretical approach to the evaluation of the compression charac-
teristics of metal honeycombs was established (Reference 2Z). Aluminum
honeycomb data collected by several agencies was reviewed and generally
supported the theoretical approach.

b) A Mar-Aging steel (A-L 18 NiCoMo (300) by Allegheny Ludlum
Steel Corporation) was evaluated both theoretically and empirically and
found to be particularly attractive. This material has a tension yield
strength of 258, 000 psi and an elongation of 3 to 4 percent. Honeycombs
of the Mar-Aged steel have been found to have specific energy absorption
capacities of 24 to 27 thousand ft-lb/lb, based on compressions of 75 or
80 percent. JPL has tested specimens to this degree statically and has
conducted dynamic tests with compressions up to 30 percent.

c) Titanium and Aluminum alloys have been considered for the honey-
comb structure. Titanium was found to be unsatisfactory because of its
poor ability to carry "biaxial" stress and aluminum alloys have a limited
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specific energy capacity in the order of 10, 000 ft-lb/lb.

d) The highest specific energy capacity for a hexagonal cell structure
is obtained with a value of 0. 030 to 0. 033 for the ratio of cell wall thick-
ness to the dimension across the flats of the hexagon. The influence of
this ratio is discussed in some detail in reference 22.

e) JPL used 3/4 inch "diameter" cells and welded construction in
their empirical program. Bonded construction, which is suitable for some
aluminum configurations, is not strong enough to permit full utilization of the
extra shear strength of steel.

f) Honeycombs formed of round tube arrays offer ten to fifteen per-
cent better specific energy capacity than the hexagonal configuration but
it is felt that the fabrication problems with the tube arrays are much
more involved and that category has not been given much attention.

g ) With the exception of an initial spike the deflection force is very
uniform. Further, the force compression history is essentially unaffected
by removal of the compression force and since the "spike" energy is con-
siderably less than the 5% bf the total energy capacity of a specimen, the
spike effect can be readily removed by slight precompression of the core,
providing subsequent energy absorption at very high efficiency, estimated
to be well over 90 percent. Rebound energy is not more than a few per-
cent of the energy capacity.

h) For direct axial loading, aspect ratios (height to diameter) for honey-
comb cores can be as high as ten to one without introducing buckling pro-
blems. Consideration of observations reported in a Radioplane test
program (reference 14) suggest that aspect ratios as much as Z could be
utilized for the established design problem without having the vertical
energy absorption characteristics seriously affected by lateral loads.
Further study in this area would be particularly desirably, but it should
be noted that the recommended absorber configuration readily permits
the incorporation of independent lateral restraints.

i) It is felt that honeycomb core sections should be at least four
cells wide in any direction to insure that the effect of unsupported cell
walls does not serious affect the performance of the honeycomb.

4. 2. 2 Preferred Honeycomb Absorber Configuration

Two basic alightment system configurations have been established
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in this study; the tripod and the quadripod (see Section 7). A honeycomb

energy absorption element design has been established for each of these.
The principal difference between the two designs is that the capacity of
the tripod element is one-third the vehicle's alightment energy while the
capacity of the quadripod element is only one-fourth that energy.

Circular cross sections with vertical axes have been chosen for
the absorber elements since the symmetry of that shape offers equal re-

sistance to lateral loading from any direction.

Values for the stroke, height and total area of the energy absorber
elements have been established in Appendix V. Appropriate proportions

and material choice for tubular arrays of hexagonal cell honeycombs are
indicated in Figure 4 and Table 5 for both the tripod element and the quad-

ripod element.

Table 5. Energy Absorber Proportions

Quantity Units Tripod Quadripod

Outer diameter in. 18 18

Inner diameter in. 10.0 12.5
2

Cross-sectional area in. 175 132

Length in. 3Z 3Z

Minor cell diameter in. 0.5 0.5

Thickness parameter, t/s ___ 0.013 0.013

Thickness of cell wall in. 0.0065 0,0065

Weight lb. 55 42

Energy Capacity ft. lb. 644,000 482,000

Crushing pressure psi 1710 1710

Fabrication of the honeycomb core in a 32-inch length may pose certain
problems, owing to the fact that welded construction is indicated and the half-

inch cell diameter seriously limits the proportions of the structure which sup-
ports the welding electrodes. However, it is completely feasible to fabricate
the honeycomb core in shorter lengths which can be stacked and bonded to form
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1121, Axial Length 32"

0. 0065" Mar-Aging Steel

Tensile Yield 250, 000 psi

. < Tripod 5 1

, ! configuration
(approx. crushing

force = 300,000 lb.)

Quadripod configuration 6. V i

- .- , (approx. crushing

' -- '-,)'~ force 230,000 1b.)

9'1

Figure 4. Cross Section of Honeycomb Absorber
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a longer section. Potential methods for achieving the tubular shape for the
honeycomb core include the following:

1) Bending a flat slab of the required thickness into a tubular shape.

2) Forming a core of concentric arrays of cells whose diameter
varies with radius.

3) Cutting a tubular section from a conventional rectangular section.

4) Approximating a tubular shape with a polygon formed of several
straight sections of conventional core construction.

If the unit was bent from a flat slab, there would be induced in

the structure bending stresses which might affect its performance. Some
testing would have to be conducted to assess this effect.

Restrictions on lunar surface contact pressure required the use of
a relatively large surface contact area as discussed in Section 5. Increasing
the area of the energy absorption element can facilitate the design of sur-
face contactors. The specific energy capacity and the required cross-sectional
area of a honeycomb absorber element are both dependent upon the ratio of cell
wall thickness to cell diameter, and the optimum ratio for one quality is not
necessarily the optimum ratio for the other. For the ultimate application the
design of the energy absorption element and the lunar surface contactor should

be treated as a single problem with the proportions of the two elements being
optimized on an integrated basis.

4.3 ALTERNATE ENERGY ABSORPTION SCHEMES

The energy absorption arrangement emphasized in this study
is a direct acting type with the unit located at the extremities of the strut.
Alternate schemes are also available whereby the absorber is located in a

region remote from the surface contactor.

The advantages of such a remote acting system are:

1) The direction of force application can be controlled accurately.

2) The stroke applied to the energy absorber can be altered com-

pared to that applied to the vehicle.
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3) The energy absorber can be used in tension as well as com-
pression.

4) The absorber can be used as a component of the alignment
system (see Section 7) thereby effecting a weight savings
due to the absorber's serving a dual purpose.

The main disadvantage associated with the use of a remote system
is the requirement for a mechanism to transmit the deceleration
load to the energy absorption element. In the case of the self-aligning
quadripod configuration described in Section 7, remote actuation of the
energy absorber would require that the alignment stroke be doubled.

4.4 BALSA

The information available on balsa (Reference 38) has indicated

values for specific energy capacity ranging from 16, 000 to 24, 000 ft-lb/lb.
Weights used in the evaluation of these capacities did not include the material
necessary for lateral support. The balsa has a tendency to split or
splinter when crushed without this lateral support. Consequently, the values
reported are more than likely higher than readily obtainable. More accurate
testing would be desirable to determine the true range of capacities. The
density of the balsa is in the same order of magnitude as the steel honey-
comb and hence there would be a similar necessity of a surface contactor
to distribute the load. In order to minimize the possibility of buckling,
the absorber would probably have to be tubular. This would then nec-

essitate the addition of support around the inside and outside surfaces.
This would increase the weight of the absorber over that of the solid
unit and consequently the specific energy capacity will further drop.

4.5 INVERTUBE

The Invertube is an energy absorption device which offers
controlled straining of each element of its material under the applica-
tion of an axial force to the tube. The rolling

action of the tube during the energy absorption
stroke causes a flexure of each element of the
tube into and out of the roll in addition to a cir-
cumferential strain of the element due to an in-
crease in the diameter of the tube as the roll
action occurs. (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Invertube
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The results of an empirical evaluation of this device are reported in

reference 19, by Mr. C. K. Kroell of the Research Laboratories of

the General Motors Corp., Warren, Mich.

By evaluating the energy under the curve of Figure 4 of refer-

ence 19, the specific energy capacity of an aluminum tube was found to

be about 9, 000 ft-lb/lb. Values of 14, 000 ft-lb/lb have been achieved

with mild steel. The following additional points to the Invertube develop-

ment program were established in communication with Mr. KroelL:

a) Difficulty was encountered when stainless steel and copper were

used for the tube. The tube could not be rolled and it is speculated that

the lack of ductility is responsible in the case of stainless and a work
hardening condition in the case of copper:

b) The alignment of the vertical load is very critical since as much

as 5 ° offset could destroy the rolling mechanism and cause failure. Mr.
Kroell utilized a loading member supported by an Oilite bearing to provide

alignment.

c ) The weight of the pusher tube must be considered when evaluating

energy capacity. The weight of the clamping attachment must also be
considered. This weight can be minimized by welding the tube to the

existing structure, which has proven quite satisfactory during test.

d ) The roll radius of the tube depends on the material and dimensions

of the tube and is little affected by the manner of clamping.

e) The Invertube provides excellent control of the deceleration forces
since it has a relatively flat force-deflection curve as opposed to the spikes

exhibited in the force-deflection curves of tubes which collapse because of
a buckling failure.

4.6 COULOMB FRICTION

The feasibility of utilizing coulomb friction to absorb impact
energy was investigated. Relatively high specific energy capacities can
be realized with this type mechanism but it has poor force efficiency
(see Section 10. 4. 3) and in uncontrolled environments its performance
characteristics are much less predictable than those of deformable met-

allic types. There is almost no information in the literature concerning
the variation of friction coefficients with velocity and with the external
temperature and vacuum conditions encountered in the lunar environment.
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Further, the specific energy capacities established in this study are
ideal values which do not reflect the weight of supporting and actuating
elements.

The specific energy capacity values listed in Table 4 for coulomb
friction are based on the assumption of a multiple disc energy absorber
in which discs are stacked axially and alternately keyed to a stator and
a rotor. The discs are considered to act as a heat sink which attains
an almost uniform temperature distribution. The calculations, with
pertinent assumptions, are presented in Appendix IV.

4.7 ALTERNATE ENERGY ABSORPTION MEDIA

Other energy absorption materials and devices covered in this
investigation are listed below:

1) Frangible tube

2) Crushable tube

3) U-Mount

4) Hydraulic cylinder

5) Fabric air bag

With the exception of the frangible tube, the specific energy capacity

of these devices are relatively low and offer little competition to the steel
honeycomb.

Reference 13, a survey of energy absorption devices for space
applications published in December, 1961, refers to a study in which a
frangible tube system appreciably outweighed an aluminum honeycomb of
comparable performance, and specific energy capacity values for aluminum
honeycomb are generally reported not more than 11, 000 ft-lb/lb. Reference
10 reports, however, that the results of unpublished work have indicated cap-
acities in the order of 30, 000 ft-lb/lb for frangible tube systems. This
value is approximately 20 percent better than the values attainable with
steel honeycomb but for the established design criteria, the resulting

weight advantage is not more than 15 pounds for the whole system. In
addition, there is a good possibility that this weight advantage would be
lost in the surface contactordesign. There is also the danger of shrapnel
from the tube piercing components on the underside of the vehicle. In view
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of these considerationsjand the lack of readily available information, eval-
uation of this type energy absorber was not pursued further in this study.

The cylindrical shell derives its energy absorbing capability from
a buckling failure of the walls. The specific energy capacity of this de-
vice is relatively small, about 3000 ft-lb/lb for aluminum, and further,
the force deflection curve is irregular exhibiting a repetitive spike pattern.
An increase in the capacity of this device can be effected by trapping a gas
in the cylinder. The reliability of such a device would be low due to the
possibility of puncture by a meteorite and the resultant loss in capability
of the system to effect a safe landing.

The U-mount is basically a bar of metal bent in half. This is
a simple device which has been successfully used for shock mitigation
where weight has not been of prime concern. Since this device behaves
in a manner similar to a cantilever beam, only a portion of the material
would be strained plastically. It is doubtful, therefore, whether the
energy capacity would be anywhere near that of the steel honeycomb or
the frangible tube. The elastic characteristics of U-mounts are dis-
cussed in references 4 and 5.

Hydraulic cylinders were given particular attention in this study
in connection with an evaluation of their use as auxiliary engines which
would assist the vehicle's main engines for launch from the lunar surface.
Even with the advantage of having a dual function, they were found to com-
pare unfavorably with other available types of energy absorbers. They
are discussed in further detail in Section 8.

Fabric air bags have capacities of from 7000 to 8000 ft-lb/lb if
properly designed but would have considerable rebound and an undesirable
force deflection curve unless bleed is used. In order to obtain a constant
deceleration rate it would be necessary to incorporate a constant pressure
bleed which requires the use of a variable area orifice. Such design com-
plexities tend to reduce reliability and increase weight. The air bag offers
little lateral stability which would leave a need for incorporating additional
structure to react the effects of horizontal velocity. The danger of puncture,
either by meteorites or sharp objects on the lunar surface, is a factor
which would also tend to reduce reliability. There is one advantage, not
pertinent to the mission of the vehicle under study, and that is the ability
of the air bag to be stowed in a small package. Another advantage would
be a reduction in weight due to elimination of the surface contactor. If
the air bag could be designed to have a footprint of sufficient area to keep
contact pressures low and with sufficient lateral stability, either inherent
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or by utilization of supporting structure, and be lighter than the combination
of absorber and surface contactor presently recommended, then of course
the Air bag would be desirable. Presently, though, there is not sufficient
evidence nor information available to support the choice of such a design
in this study. The calculation of Appendix II shows that the specific
energy capacity of air itself is potentially very high, It can be concluded
therefore, that the bulk of the weight of a fabric air bag energy absorber
is accounted ior by the bag and associated mechanism and structure.
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5. SURFACE CONTACTOR

5.1 SUMMARY

A large lunar surface contact area is indicated by the low bearing
strength specification indicated in Section 2. The structure required to
transmit the load from the lunar surface to the relatively small area of
the recommended steel honeycomb energy absorption element outweighs
that element by several times and efficient surface contactor design

accordingly has a substantial influence on the overall success of a com-
plete alightment system. The quadripod and tripod concepts require
individual surface contactor diameters of 42 and 48 inches respectively.

Similar contactor designs have been established for both the quad-
ripod and tripod concepts and are indicated in Figure 6. The design is
based on the use of Mar-Aging, nickel Alloy Steel derated from a nominal
Tensile yield strength of 250, 000 psi to a working value of 175, 000 psi to
account for the effects of the extreme temperature environment. The
designs are felt to represent practical possibilities but are not necessarily
optimum in weight. The contactors are specifically designed to accommo-
date the preferred steel honeycomb energy absorbers.

5.2 DESIGN CRITERIA

The basic shape of the surface contactor is circular (see Figure 6)
to provide equal strength in all radial directions to resist loads which may
be applied from any lateral direction. The vertical load is applied over an

area smaller than that of the contactor and an appreciable bending moment
is induced in the circular plate. A relatively thick heavy plate would be re-
quired to resist the bending loads and therefore a much thinner plate was
designed and reinforced with ribs. The portion of the surface contactor
immediately beneath the absorber was made thicker than the portion extend-
ing beyond the absorber to resist the higher pressures. The thinner out-

side plate served as the lower flange of the rib and an upper flange was
added which resisted the bending loads caused by the landing pressure
from the lunar surface. A relatively thin web was designed to resist shear
loads in the rib. The ribs were made triangular in shape which eliminated

inactive material in the regions where the shear loads and bending moments
were small.

In order to resist the shear and bending loads, the ribs were backed-
up by a central tube topped off by a rim thicker than the walls. The thinner
tube wall serves to react the shear from the ribs and the thicker rim reacts
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FOR TRIPOD CONCEPT: Same as for quadripod concept except.,
Bottom Plate - 48 in 0. D. by 5/16 in and 29/32 in thicknesses.

Energy Absorber bore - 10. 0 in.

Figure 6. Surface Contactor Design
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the compressive loads from the upper flange of the ribs. Dimensions for

both the tripod and quadripod configuration are indicated in Figure 6.
Details of the stress analysis for this design are presented in Appendix VIII,

There is also required a means of attaching the absorber and sur-
face contactor assembly to the vehicle and to provide a structure to trans-
mit the load into the supporting structure. An end cap has been designed
for this function. It consists of a solid circular plate, the same diameter
as the 0. D. of the absorber (18") and approximately half the thickness of
the central bottom plate of the surface contactor. In order to reduce weight
the plate is ribbed in much the same manner as the surface contactor. The
ribs are attached to the square strut protruding down from the supporting
structure at the central portion of the cap. A circular hub protrudes down
from the bottom of the cap into the absorber bore. This hub, which is a
short ring, serves to stiffen the cap and also positions the cap laterally on
the top of the absorber. There are several means of attaching the cap to
the absorber to secure the absorber-surface contactor assembly to the
vehicle. Since the forces acting to pull the assembly from the cap will be
only the weight of the assembly plus the deceleration caused by the retro-
rockets, it is not anticipated that the attachment will have to be very sub-
stantial. Bonding the cap to the honeycomb would more than likely suffice.
There are other possibilities available such as welding, or tying the cap to
the surface contactor by cables which of course would become slack upon
compression.

A weight optimization study of the surface contactor design was made

but due to the limited time available, a complete optimization study could not
be accomplished. Since the surface contactor comprises approximately one
quarter of the total system weight, it is felt that further significant weight
savings could be achieved by a more rigorous optimization study.
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6. STABILITY CRITERIA

6. 1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Of the several mission parameters established in Section 2, four
have a direct and significant effect on the disposition of the vehicle to upset
at lunar touchdown. They are the horizontal velocity and tilt magnitude of
the vehicle at touchdown and the slope magnitude and presence of obstacles
on the lunar touchdown surface. Stability analyses have been established
which reflect these parameters and which form the basis for establishing
the horizontal undercarriage "reach" dimensions considered in this study.
Reach is defined as the minimum horizontal distance from the center
of the vehicle to the straight line connecting two adjacent surface contactors.
The analyseswhich cover both fixed and self-aligning undercarriages
(see Section 7), are developed in Appendix IX. The minimum reach for
the fixed tripod and quadripod configurations has been found to be 22 and
18 feet respectively. For self-aligning undercarriages, the required value
of reach is essentially independent of the number of surface contactors and
has been found to be 9.7 feet.

6.2 BASIC STABILITY CRITERIA

A vehicle cannot be driven to upset during a lunar alightment action
if the potential energy level of the vehicle at incipient upset exceeds the
total (kinetic and potential) energy of the vehicle at any time prior to upset.
This principal has been exploited to establish the minimum horizontal reach
required to preclude upset in the established lunar alightment mission.
Specifically, the reach of the vehicle must provide that its center of mass
is lifted a discreet distance against a local gravity field as a result of any
tipping action occurring during a lunar alightment. The total lift distance,
from initial contact status to incipient upset status, must result in an in-
crease in potential energy of the vehicle equal to or greater than the hori-
zontal kinetic energy of the vehicle at touchdown. The potential C. G. lift
distance of a vehicle with rigid undercarriage alighting on a level surface
is illustrated in Figure 7.

6.3 DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-ALIGNING UNDERCARRIAGE CONCEPT

As a vehicle with a rigid undercarriage alights, with a vertical attitude,
on a non-level surface, the first motion which ensues after the initial contact
results in a net downward motion of the C. G. as the vehicle pivots about

the surface contactor (s) which first engaged the lunar surface. This action
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reduces the net C. G. lift distance as illustrated in Figure 8. This effect

of the surface slope can be neutralized if the surface contactors are allowed
to align with the lunar surface before energy absorption commences as
illustrated in Figure 9.

A potential mechanism which could serve as an alignable supporting
structure is the parallelogram linkage illustrated in Figure 10. Each sur-
face contactor would be supported on such a mechanism which is equipped with
a telescoping diagonal which can be locked to render the structure rigid
when surface alignment has been accomplished. A familiar example of
an effective self-energizing lock is the common military belt buckle pic-
tured in Figure 11. The two ends of the belt correspond to the two ele-
ments of a telescoping diagonal of the type illustrated in Figures 31 and 32.
If the telescoping diagonal is so oriented that the "buckle end" is the outer
element, axial motion of the surface contactor is directly related to motion
of the locking pin relative to the vehicle. If the several locking pins are
"differentially" connected by a single continuous trip line (see Figure lZ)

which, in the approach status, has a fixed amount of slack, the sum
of the several lock motions, relative to the vehicle, will be specifically
limited by the amount of the trip line slack, although the relative motions
of the individual locks are independent of each other. Accordingly, the
several surface contactors in such an alightment system can be aligned
with complete independence of each other with the exception that the sum
of the several contactor motions is approximately a constant. When that
total motion has been accomplished in an alightment action, the slack will
be eliminated from the trip line and all the locking pins will be simultane-
ously actuated, causing the entire surface contactor supporting structure
to be locked in the position which accomodates the slope and irregularities
of the alightment surface. No alightment loads are felt in the trip line,
since the locks are self-energizing.

Several variations of the self-energizing lock concept are indic-

ated in Figure 16. Mechanical principles pertinent to two types of self-
energizing locks are developed in Appendix XII.

The fixed tripod undercarriage proportions required to prevent up-
set for the established mission parameters are indicated in Figure 13.
Figure 14 illustrates the dramatic reduction in undercarriage proportions
provided for the same mission parameters by the incorporation of the
self-aligning feature described in these paragraphs.

It may be noted that while the load distribution qualities of the tri-
pod configuration have special merit for rigid undercarriage systems, the
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self-aligning feature provides good load distribution qualities for any number
of surface contactors permitting, for the same mission parameters, the optimi-
zed quadripod concept depicted in Figure 15.

6.4 GENERAL ALIGHTMENT CONDITIONS

Several assumptions regarding the upsetting motion have been made
in the analyses. These assumptibns are discussed in the following paragraphs.

It is assumed that the total upsetting motion occurs after the vertical
velocity has been completely arrested, with the horizontal vehicle velocity
essentially equal to the value prevailing at initial contact. By way of estab-
lishing the reasonable quality of this assumption, a comparison can be made
of the approximate times which would elapse during the vertical and hori-
zontal kinetic energy absorption phases of an alightment action. At a
nominal deceleration rate of 10 g, the vertical alightment velocity will be
arrested in approximately one-tenth second. Appendix X makes use of an
"inverted pendulum" model to establish a time-displacement relationship
for the case where there is just enough horizontal kinetic energy to cause
upset. The time required to absorb 90% of the horizontal energy exceeds
the vertical deceleration time by a factor of more than twenty-five, confirm-
ing the assumption that the vertical deceleration has a negligible influence
on the upsetting tendencies. It follows that the local gravity field in which
the upsetting action occurs is one lunar gravity.

Appendix X1 establishes order of magnitude values for the vehicle
tilt magnitude and velocity which would result from a "reasonable" variation
between the several energy absorber deceleration forces of a given alight-
ment system and confirms that this factor does not significantly affect the
problem.

It has been assumed that deflections and alighment motions of the
energy absorber are sufficiently small to justify the assumption that the
vehicle's reach and effective c. g. height are constant. A calculation of
Appendix IX shows a variation of one foot from nominal c. g. height
causes a variation of only one-seventh foot in required reach.

The analyses also reflect the conservative assumptions that the
surface contactors are restrained from sliding as tipping occurs and that
the lunar surface obstacles are encountered under such surface contactors
as to most aggravate the effect of the lunar surface slope.
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7. UNDERCARRIAGE STRUCTURE

7. 1 PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS

Calculations have been performed to establish approximate weight
values for the fixed tripod undercarriage concept and for the tripod and
quadripod self-aligning undercarriage concepts. The schematic config-
urations on which the calculations were based and the resulting undercarriage
structure weights are listed in Tables 7 and 8. The structure weight found
for the self-aligning tripod concept is in the order of one-fifth that found for
the comparable rigid tripod, and the weight for the self-aligning quadripod
is in turn in the order of one-half the value found for the self-alighing tripod
concept. The net values of alightment system weight are summarized in
Table 6.

Table 6. Comparison of Alightment System Proportions

Fixed Self-Aligning Self-Aligning
Concept Tripod Tripod Quadripod

Horizontal Radius
to Contactor (ft) 44 18.Z lZ. 8

Horizontal Reach (ft) 22 9. 1 9. 1

Structure Weight (lb) 9,640 1920 770

Energy Absorber
Weight (lb) 55 42

Surface Contactor
Weight (ib) 744 744 450

Total Alightment
System Weight (Ib) 10,400 2720 1260
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Table 7. Structure Weights For Fixed Tripod Undercarriage

Dimension_ Weight
Strut Diagram Member Length Diam, Wall (lb.)

(ft) (in,) (in.)

AB 24.4 12 1 994

C
BC 24.4 11 1/2 488

AE 45. 5 10-1/Z 1/2 865

F AF 45. 5 10-1/2 1/2 865

Total Weight, 1 Strut 3Z12 lb.
A

Total Weight, 3 Struts 9640 lb.

7.2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The evaluation for the self-aligning concepts are based on the use
of parallelogram mechanisms to accomodate the axial alighment require-
ments. The parallelogram has been selected over the potentially lighter
cantilever structure to eliminate change in orientation and variation in
horizontal position of the energy absorber element during axial alight-
ment. The axial alignment stroke magnitudes required for the self-
aligning systems were calculated as indicated in Appendix XIII and are equal
to 28 and 39 inches for the quadripod and tripod configuration, respect-
ively.,

It may be noted from Table 6 that the horizontal reach of the self-
aligning concepts evaluated is approximately one-half foot less than the
value established in Section 6 for these concepts. This latter value of
reach was established on the basis of "point" contact of the surface con-
tactor and takes no account of the stability provided by the substantial
area of the indicated surface contactors. It is felt that some increase
in reach may be assigned to this factor and refining the structure weight
calculations (which are actually based on earlier information) to incor-
porate larger reach dimensions would not enhance their precision as applied
to an ultimate alightment system configuration. The weight of the self-
energizing locks has been found to be negligible.

Careful efforts to optimize structure design are considered beyond
the scope of this study. A sample weight calculation is included in Appendix
XIV.
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Table 8, St ructaire'Weights for Self-Aligning- Undercarriages

Tripod Configuration

Member Length (ft) Tube Size Wall Tk' s (in) Weight (lb

BD 10. 17 9"1 0. D. 3/8 1 7'
AB 6. 00 9"1 Square 3/4 180
B C 8. 5Z 8"1 0. D. 1/2 121
CD 6.00 6", 0. D. 1/4 33
AE 9.41 7"1 0. D. 3/8 89
AF 9.41 7"1 0. D. 3/8 89

Total 639

Total 3 legs =1920 lb.

Quadripod Configuration

BD 3.90 5-1/4"1 0. D. 7/16 31
AB 4. 25 12Z" Square 3/8 90
BC 2. 78 5"1 0. D. 7/16 21
CD 2, 78 5-1/41" 0. D. 5/16 16
AE 3.93 5"1 0. D. 1/4 17
AF 3.93 5"1 0. D. 1/4 17

Total 192

Total 4 legs =770 lb.
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8. LAUNCH CONSIDERATIONS

8. 1 SALVAGE OF ALIGHTING ENERGY

Efforts to utilize the energy absorbed in alightment to assist sub-

sequent launching are not justified. The energy associated with a given
velocity is proportional to the square of the velocity. The energy required

for lunar launching is equal to the kinetic energy at the lunar escape velo-
city. The ratio of alightment energy to launching energy is equal to the

square of the ratio of the alightment impact velocity and the lunar escape
velocity. For the assumed conditions this ratio is in the order of 1/50, 000.
Consider for example, a vehicle requiring 100, 000 earth pounds of fuel for
lunar takeoff. Salvage of the alightment energy would reduce this fuel re-

quirement by the order of two earth pounds, an insignificant portion of the
weight of the devices which would be required to accomplish the energy
salvage.

8.2 ASSISTED TAKE-OFF

It has been concluded that special auxiliary launch engines are not
justified by the fuel savings associated with their use. Ideally speaking,
a positive drive auxiliary engine shows considerable advantage over the
rocket engine for the first portion of flight of a lunar vehicle from the

moon's surface. The mechanical efficiency of the rocket engine does not
reach that of the positive drive engine until the vehicle speed is equal to
one-half the rocket exhaust velocity. By way of evaluating the use of
auxiliary launch engines, consider the positive drive engine which consists
of several hydraulic cylinders which might be used in absorbing the energy
of alightment. The logical launch energy capacity of such an engine is equal
to the alightment energy capacity. Assuming the use of liquid hydrogen and
oxygen for fuel and the nominal parameters of Section Z, such an engine
would use approximately 330 pounds less fuel than the rocket engine would
use for the same purpose (see Appendix VII).

A simplified estimate of the weight of three (equally spaced) cylinders

which could serve as the positive drive engine, indicates a total cylinder weight
of more than 500 pounds based on a cylinder working pressure and stress value
of 5000 psi and 60, 000 psi, respectively. These cylinders might be used to
absorb the alightrment impact energy, but another 75 pounds of hydraulic fluid
would be required, meaning that the alightment system weight exceeded'ihe
fuel savings weight by more than 200 pounds. The details of this analysis
are presented in Appendix VII. The selection of 60, 000 psi as a working

stress in this study is based on a factor of 2 to account for the load doubling
due to the sudden application of the load and an additional safety factor of 1-1/2
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on an ultimate strength of 180, 000 psi (e. g. , 4130). The overall weight
comparisons for a quadripod configuration would be essentially the same
as for the tripod configuration discussed above.

It should be borne in .mind that noconsideration has been given in
the foregoing discussion to the feasibility of designing pressure control
valves or orifices which can adequately regulate the pressure during the
alightment impact stroke. Each of the three cylinders used for the alight-
ing system of a 50 ton vehicle would have to handle a peak orifice flow rate
in the order of 10, 000 gallons per minute. The weight of these devices and
associated plumbing has not been accounted for. Coupled with these nega-
tive considerations is the problem of reliability associated with delayed
rocket engine ignition, and, where independent charges are used in three
or more cylinders, the problem of simultaneous ignition of these charges
exists.

8. 3 THE NEED FOR AN ERECTION SYSTEM

A vehicle erection system should not be required. Such a system
is not justified unless it can be established that there is a reasonable
possibility that the vehicle may be upset at alightment and that after such
an upset the vehicle possesses a launch and return capability. To accom-
modate the latter postulate, the design would have to include a controlled
energy absorber system capable of preventing catastrophic damage as a
result of the upset and this system would have to account for upset in any
of the probable directions of occurrence. Further, the high radial decele-
rations would impose a whole new set of design restrictions on the vehicle's
structure, equipment and crew support accommodations. It is felt that the
weight attendant to these special features could be better devoted to insur-
ing that the vehicle does not upset at alightment.

8.4 LAUNCH PREPARATION NEEDS

It is assumed that there is no need for vehicle hold-down in the
lunar launch program. Hold-down is ordinarily required to insure that
thrust builds up to a value sufficient to provide a good value of vertical
acceleration before extraneous influences can act to upset the vehicle.
There seems no reason to presume that the lunar launch vehicle will have
the low thrust to takeoff weight ratio common to large earth launched
vehicles and furthor, the earth's major upsetting influence, (wind and
weather) is not a problem on the moon's surface.
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9. EFFECTS OF VARYING DESIGN CRITERIA

9. 1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The conclusions developed in this study are based on the applica-
tion of the nominal values indicated for the several design criteria in
Table 1, Section Z. Since the design criteria cannot be established with
great precision at this time, it is well to consider the effects on alightment
system design, of variations in these design crtieria, particularly in the
case of those parameters for which a range of values is indicated in Table 1.
The effects of variations in a number of these parameters are discussed in

the following paragraphs, presuming in each instance that all other para-
meters remain unchanged.

9.2 VEHICLE PARAMETERS

It has been assumed in this study, that the alightment system canbe
attached directly to the lunar vehicle at its periphery and that the weight of

the vehicle structure required to support the alightment system attachment

points was not part of the alightment system weight. To the extent that this
assumption is applicable, the indicated variations in vehicle diameter would
have a noticeable effect on alightment system weight, since the required

length of alignment mechanism "reach" is directly affected. Reducing the

vehicle diameter from 20 feet to 15 feet could increase the weight of the
recommended quadripod alightment system by half. Increasing the dia-

meter to 25 feet would tend to reduce the advantage which the self-aligning

quadripod configuration exhibits over the self-aligning tripod configuration
but would not qualitatively alter any of the conclusions presented in this

report. The weight of the alignment mechanism structure would vary
approximately as the square of its radial length, but the weights of other

portions of the alightment system would not be significantly affected by
variations in structure length. For the preferred self-aligning quadripod
configuration, the structure weight accounts for about half the total alight-

ment system weight.

There is a possibility that special structure would need to be incor-

porated within the vehicle specifically for support of the alightment system
attachment points and the weight of such structure would be properly charg-
able to the alightment system. In this event, it may be concluded that vari-

ations within the indicated range of diameters would not substantially affect
overall alightment system weight.
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Variation in vehicle height would be significant only to the effect
that it varies the height to the center of gravity. The effects of variation
in the center of gravity height can be deduced from the equations of
Appendix IX which deals with the reach required to establish satisfactory
stability. For the self-aligning quadripod configuration, a 2 percent in-
crease in vehicle height requires an increase of approximately 1 percent
in the horizontal reach.

With the exception of the surface contactor, the weight of the alight-
ment system components varies directly with alightment loads which in
turn varies directly with vehicle alightment weight. For the surface contac-
tor design concept established in this study (which is subject to refinement)
the surface contactor weight would vary approximately as the three halves
power of the vehicle alightment weight, but for the indicated range of values
this latter factor does not materially alter the alightment system weight to
vehicle weight ratio established for the quadripod configuration.

9. 3 ALIGHTMENT CONDITIONS

Vertical alightment energy is proportional to the square of the
vertical vehicle velocity. The stroke and weight of the energy absorp-
tion element is directly proportional to the alightment energy, and the
weight of other components tends to vary in the same degree except where
increased stroke length introduces buckling problems.

The required reach of the vehicle's alightment system varies
approximately in proportion to the horizontal alightment velocity and the
alightment system weight varies accordingly (see discussion of self-
aligning system, Appendix IX).

Increasing the tilt of the vehicle at touchdown has the same effect
as a proportionate increase in horizontal velocity.

The horizontal velocity of the surface contactors associated with
the specified spin and tilt velocities are each less than one twentieth of
the indicated horizontal alightment velocity and it may be concluded that
large variations in the spin and tilt velocities from the values of Table 1
would be inconsequential.

Decreasing the maximum allowable deceleration reduces the
vertical alightment loads proportionately, but the minimum stroke length
increases proportionately and the lateral stability of the energy absorber
becomes more significant.
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9.4 LUNAR GEOLOGY

The self-aligning alightment system is affected by variations in
lunar surface slope in that the slope directly effects the required value
of the alignment stroke. Increasing the surface slope from 30 to 50
would require a total increase of about 10 inches for the self-aligning
quadripod configuration. Variat ion in the maximum obstacle height
affects the required alignment stroke length directly. The effect of

variations in these two parameters on rigid undercarriage systems may
be determined in accordance with the relationships presented in
Appendix IX.

The real function of the surface contactor design is to distribute
the energy absorber crushing load from an operating pressure of
several thousand psi to pres sure levels compatible with the bearing
strength of the lunar surface. For the nominal design value, the surface
contactor weight represents a large portion of the total weight of the self-
aligning configuration. For the indicated contactor design concept, con-
tactor weight would vary in approximately inverse proportion to the lunar
surface bearing strength. It is probable that a more efficient surface
contactor design concept could be established, perhaps incorporating
honeycomb structures in the surface plate. If the surface bearing strength
were to go as low as 50 psi, the surface contactor problem should be given
special design attention.
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10. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

10. 1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An experimental program was conducted with the principal objective

of verifying the feasibility of incorporating in a lunar alightment system, the

self-aligning qualities proposed for the system in this study. To this end, a

one-twelfth scale model vehicle utilizing a self-aligning quadripod under-

carriage was fabricated and subjected to controlled drop tests simulating the

alightment conditions delineated in Section 2. Feasibility of the self-

aligning concept was confirmed. To the extent that test precision permitted,

the tests results supported the quantitative propositions embodied in the

lunar alightment system recommendations developed in this study.

The general test approach, the test apparatus and the test results are

described in the following paragraphs of this section.

10.2 TEST APPROACH

10.2. 1 Detail Test Objectives

The approach selected to verify the feasibility of the proposed lunar

alightment system concept consists of subjecting a scale model of the lunar

vehicle, fitted with a functioning self-aligning undercarriage, to a vertical

alightment under conditions simulating the actual alightment conditions and

environment predicted in Section 2 of this report. The detail test objectives

include demonstrating that the vehicle alightment attitude is insensitive to

variations (within design limits) of the simulated lunar surface conditions,

and that vehicle proportions are such that the vehicle does not upset

under simulated lunar alightment conditions, but does upset when the alight-

ment conditions are appreciably aggravated.

10. 2.2 Test Scaling

Owing to the substantial proportions of the established vehicle

parameters, it is essential that experiments conducted in this study make

use of reduced physical scale. A one-twelfth scale on all linear dimensions

(one model inch equals one real foot) and a one-to-one scale for time and

density was found suitable for the purposes of this study. This scaling

provided a manageable six-foot vehicle model and a nominal test decelera-

tion less than 1 g. This latter quality is essential to the pulley system test

concept selected since decelerations in excess of I g would cause slack in

the supporting flexible lines (chains).
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10.2.3 Scaling Principles

The Buckingham Pi Theorem states that in any equation in-

volving n physical quantities, and if these quantities are measured in
terms of m fundamental units, then the equation may be reduced to

another equation involving n-in dimensionless products. The dimension-
less products are denoted by 7r.. An equation of the form A = f (B, C,1

D, E ....... ) can also be expressed as 0 = 0 (A, B, C, D, E ...... ).
These variables can be grouped into dimensionless products and the
equation written as 0 = 0 (T,, T 3 ) .. . . . . . . ) or 7r = f (T 2 , 1 3 . ).

The above dimensionless products could represent the general
equation for the prototype. The general equation for the model could
then be written as 0 = 0 (Ilm, im, r 3m ...... ) or m =

f(rr, 7 4' . . The prediction equation is formulated by dividing
2m, 3m'

the general equation for the prototype by the general equation of the model.
This would then be Written as:

Tr I  f(iT2 , T 3  ... i.

lm f(T 2 m , iT3m T..im)

If the design conditions for a true model are all satisfied
(Trim = Tri), the functions are equal and Ti = rm and T2 = T2m.

Furthermore, in the scaling process, identity of one of more non-
dimensional parameters, such as Cauchy's Number, Froude's Number,

Reynold's Number, etc., must be realized. In the lunar landing
situation the Froude's Number (Inertia Force/Gravity Force or

(Velocity)Z/(Gravity) (Length) of the model should be the same as

for the prototypei
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10,2.4 Test Gravity Field

The selected scale requires that the test gravity field be one-twelfth
the actual gravity field to be simulated, in this case lunar gravity. Since
lunar gravity is, in turn, approximately one sixth of earth gravity, the

required test gravity field is one twelfth of one sixth of earth gravity, or
1/72 of local gravity. The means chosen to establish the test gravity field
consists of a pulley and ballast system which supports the vehicle model with
a slightly unbalanced counterweight, the unbalance being so established that

when otherwise unrestrained, the vehicle model falls with an acceleration of
1/72 earth gravity (i.e. , scaled lunar gravity). Equations for establishing
the proper value of unbalance, accounting for all the connected mass, are
developed in Appendix XVI.

10.2.5 Simulating Vertical Velocity

In the established test gravity field, a drop height of approximately
10 feet would be required to cause the desired vertical touchdown velocity,
discounting any friction losses. This imposes an overhead clearance require-
ment for the test apparatus which exceeds the limitations of many laboratory

spaces. A method for reducing the required drop height utilizes a compound
ballast arrangement which increases the net unbalance which operates during
the first portion of a drop motion. A secondary ballast is automatically re-
moved from its support before the drop motion is completed to establish the
desired gravity field at touchdown. This ballasting approach is illustrated in

Figure 17.

10.2.6 Simulating Horizontal Velocity

Establishing a precise horizontal motion of the vehicle model during
a test drop is a difficult problem. A more direct means for simulating the
horizontal alightment velocity of the vehicle consists of dropping the vehicle
model at zero horizontal velocity (with respect to ground) onto a platform

which is moving at the simulated horizontal touchdown velocity during the
alightment action. Since, in an actual lunar alightment, the horizontal
velocity of the vehicle will ultimately be arrested, the test suspension must
permit the vehicle to assume the horizontal velocity of the drop platform with-
out appreciable restraint. The drop platform must have a capacity for being
tilted to simulate the effects of lunar surface slope and obstacles.
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10.3 TEST APPARATUS

10.3. 1 Test Rig

The test vehicle is supported by a double chain and pulley system
with the required weight unbalance achieved by means of a ballast as
discussed in Section 10.Z. An endless chain was used to minimize the
change in weight between the vehicle and ballast suspension. The only
difference in weight will be due to the lack of symmetry of the chain
suspension as the vehicle drops. Friction drag was minimized by mount-
ing the pulleys on ball bearings. Figures 26 and 27 show various views
of the rigging and Figure 17 indicates over-all dimensions.

The compound ballast used to obtain the required weight unbalance
and the proper touchdown velocity is shown in Figures 17 and 35. The
secondary ballast also serves to actuate a micro-switch that starts the
motor driving the landing platform to provide the horizontal velocity. The
switch is actuated at the proper time to assure that the landing platform is

moving at a uniform speed and will be directly under the vehicle at touch-
down.

The landing platform is mounted on a cart and pulled by a chain
connected to a gear motor as shown in Figure 18. Over-all dimensions of
the landing cart are indicated in Figures 18 and 19. The effect of surface
slope and obstacle height is simulated by hinging one end of the landing
platform. The proper angle is obtained by inserting blocks under the raised
end of the platform as indicated in Figure 19,

In order to provide complete freedom of movement in the direction
of the horizontal travel, the vehicle was suspended from a bar secured at
either end to the suspension chains.

A trolley free to move along this bar supports a rod attached to
the vehicle as shown in Figure Z8, The rod is connected to the vehicle by
means of a spherical bushing which permits freedom of rotation in any
vertical plane. Nominally the rod is secured at the c. g. of the vehicle to
eliminate any couple associated with an offset when tipping of the vehicle
occurs. Figure 34 shows the details of this attachment.

10.3. 2 Test Vehicle

The test vehicle is fabricated from two fiber barrels which are re-
inforced at the top and bottom. Approximate, scale is indicated by the figure
of the man in Figure 26.. Under the influence of gravity, a support structure
engages the spherical bushing by which the vehicle is supported vertically.
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Accelerometers are mounted on this support structure as shown in Figure
34. The spherical bushing engages a nut which bears against the support
structure (see Figure 20). Lateral adjustment of the bushing position is
provided by three rods which connect the nut to thumb screws attached
through the side of the vehicle. Figure 20 shows an elevation of the
vehicle.

Slots were provided in the top of the vehicle structure to provide
clearance for the suspension rod during the tipping motion. These slots
can be seen in Figure 35.

The alignment system comprises four struts. Each strut includes an
energy absorber supported by two "A-frame" members and a two piece
extendible diagonal as shown in Figures 31 and 32. The over-all dimensions
of the strut are presented in Figure 21 and a detail of the "A-frame" support
arm is shown in Figure 24. Each diagonal includes a self-energizing lock
which can be actuated by tautening a common trip line which interconnects
the locks of all four diagonals (see Figures 32 and 33). Figure 25 is a detail
of the diagonal end fitting.

The energy absorber used in this test was not the crushable honey-
comb proposed in the original design but was a friction type to facilitate
repeated test usage. A detail view of this energy absorber is presented
in Figure 23.

The self-energizing lock operates on the same principal as the
common garrison belt buckle illustrated in Figure 11, A disassembly of
the lock is shown in Figure 32 and over-all dimensions are indicated in
Figure 22. The lock consists of a roller mounted in a yoke, The roller
rides between two surfaces of the housing, one of which is at an angle to the
other and serves to wedge the roller in a locked position. The trip line
exerts the initial pull on the yoke to wedge the roller in'place. Premature
engagement is prevented by a spring mounted on the housing and pressing
against the yoke.

The trip line is a continuous line interconnecting all four brakes.
Proper action of the trip line depends upon relatively friction free opera-
tion. Figure 33 indicates the trip line configuration in a pre-alightment
attitude of the landing system whereby all surface contactors are in their
lowest position. This is the slack line type differential discussed in Section
6.3.
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10.4 TEST RESULTS

10.4.1 Drop Tests

Table 9 presents data collected in drop tests performed under
varying conditions of velocity, vehicle attitude, and surface slope.

Definition of Symbols:

V = Vertical velocityv

Vh = Horizontal velocity

(X = Surface slope

I3 =Vehicle tilt (positive in direction of upset)

Strut Identification

#4 #3

Direction of
- x Cart Travel

#1 #Z

Inclinometer

Plan View of Vehicle
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Table 9. Test Data

V v = 35 in/sec. for all runs

Vh C>< Vehicle Tilt Stroke Average
Run in. e At , -De esD.ch Stroke

-),Deg.) At
No. sec. Contact Max Final #1 #2 #3 #4 (Inches)

1 1 4 3 3 10 5
-3.6 0 0 Z 1- 4-L 4-L 4- 4- 4 -

36 0 0 2 2 16 16 16, 16 16

1 13 10 10 5 2
2 3.6 6.2 0 4 1- 3- 4-L 3- 4- 4-

2Z 1 6 16 16 16 16

1 1 4 9 6 3 6
3 00 -1 -1 4 42- 4- 4- 4-

2 2 1*6 16 16 16 16

1 1 2 2 4 3

4 0 6.2 0 11 4 4 4 4 4
2 16 16 16 16 16

1 1 8 5 1
3.6 6.2 2 i5 6 4- 4- 3- 4- 4-

16 16 16 16 1

6 3.6 6.2 3 Upset -

10. 4. 2 Accelerometer Recordings of Drop Tests

Records were taken of the two accelerometer readings during each
of the drop tests described in the previous paragraphs. A typical record is
presented in Figure 36. Certain of the factors which bear on the acclero-
meter readings are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The lowest channel on the record is the output of a 50 cps (20 milli-
second period) audio oscillator, impressed for the purpose of establishing
a time scale. The signal record immediately above is derived from the
actuation of a microswitch which is actuated once in each 5. 0 inches of
vehicle drop travel.

The second record from the top is the signal from the horizontally
oriented accelerometer. Based on its relation to the "5 inch" signal, it has
been deduced that the first appreciable signal on the horizontal record marks
the initial engagement or "touchdown" of the alightment system.
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The top record is the signal from the vertically oriented acceler-
ometer. The steady oscillation which appears on the vertical acceleration
record throughout the dropping motion can be deduced to be associated with
the "polygon" effect of the suspension chain sprocket, since the number of
cycles of oscillation in a given period corresponds to the number of teeth
engaged on a sprocket in the same period.

The longer period oscillation, which appears on the vertical acceler-
ation just before touchdown, results from oscillations of the secondary ballast
which is picked up suddenly when the vehicle is about 2-1/2 feet from touch-
down position.

By comparison with the displacement and horizontal acceleration
signals, it can be deduced that the first appreciable signal which can be
observed on the vertical acceleration record is associated with touchdown.
Commencement of energy absorber action is characterized by the sharp
spike on the vertical acceleration record which goes well over 4 g in the case
illustrated. It should be noted that test vehicle decelerations in excess of 1 g
theoretically cause the suspension chain to develop slack, which fact of itself
could act to induce appreciable vertical acceleration influence on the vehicle.

10.4.3 Miscellaneous Observations

Certain observations made during the test preparation phase of the

experimental verification program contribute insight into the degree to which
the significant variables were controlled and may be helpful in any planning
which may be undertaken in connection with further testing in future programs.
The following notes are applicable.

The friction of the pulley bearings as delivered was extremely high.

Bearing seals were removed, grease was washed out, and bearings were
relubricated with light oil. Resulting combined friction of pulley system
measured in terms of chain pull at slow speed under nominal system load
was in the order of 3/4 pounds. (Removal of vehicle and ballast accounting
for about two-thirds of the pulley supported weight, cut the pulley system
friction approximately in half.) A small vibrator was clamped to the pulley
support system and at first operation of the vibrator resulted in a reduction
of 3 to 4 ounces in the pulley system friction. Later, when record tests
were about to be conducted, the vibrator operation was found to have a neg-
ligible effect on pulley system friction which then averaged about 10 ounces
which compares to a nominal test unbalance of 18 ounces. Since vibrator
operation did have a substantial effect on the reading of the vertical accel-
erometer, its use was abandoned.
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It was found that even with ball bearings, the frictional resistance
of the trolley caused a noticable tilting of the vehicle suspension rod as

the test vehicle was carried along on the moving platform. An effort was made
to neutralize this frictional resistance by tilting the "trape'ie" bar by one inch

in 48 inches, in the sense which aided trolley travel. The degree of tilt was
such that starting friction was sufficient to prevent travel of the vehicle, but
running friction is lower and not sufficient to impede motion.

During the test preparation, each of the energy absorbers was set to
about 15 pounds slip force (at low slip speed) and preliminary drops onto the
test platform at low vertical velocity were made. Under these conditions, the
average absorber stroke was less than a half inch. and the vehicle rebounded
from 3 to 5 inches. Dropping the vehicle onto the concrete floor instead of
the test platform had no noticable effect on the rebound characteristics, con-
firming that the test platform elasticity was not significant with these veloci-
ties and forces.

The slip force of each of the energy absorbers was reduced from the

above value to provide an energy absorption stroke of approximately 2-1/4
inches at nominal vertical test velocity (35 inches per second). The result-

ing slip force at each of the energy absorbers measured about 7 pounds (at
low slip speed) although the average stopping force over the full 2-1/4 inch
stroke can be readily reduced to be approximately 13 pounds on the basis of
the dissipated kinetic energy. With this setting of the energy absorbers, the
vehicle rebounded two to three inches when dropped at nominal vertical test
velocity. Stiffening of the vehicle structure by the addition of two I x 4 pine
cross members located in the region of the energy absorber attachment
plates had no significant effect on the rebound characteristics. Since the
rebound action could have a considerable effect on the alightment performance,

it was felt necessary to modify the system to preclude the occurrence of
significant rebound. This was accomplished by extending the absorption stroke
to approximately 4-1/4 inches.

10.5 EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

The complete success of the self-aligning action of the alightment
system was attested by visual observation during the tests and by the

generally consistent decelerator stroke readings listed in Table 9. The low
values indicated for final vehicle tilt (6) in runs I through 4, also support

that conclusion. The higher final vehicle tilt reading of run 5 is due in part
to the unsymmetrical location of the vehicle c.g. associated with the initial
vehicle tilt. This latter effect was probably aggravated by the poor low-

velocity performance characteristics of the energy absorbers used in the
test. It is interesting to note that during the test preparation phase, the
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vehicle model was accidentally dropped the full test drop height onto a tilted
platform without any connected ballast. The estimated impact energy was
fifteen times nominal but although slight model damage was sustained, the
model withstood the impact without perceptible tilting.

An attempt has been made to establish a quantitative correlation
between the stability analysis methods used in this study and the observed
value of initial vehicle tilt required to cause upset of the test model (see
Appendix XVII). Good correspondence was not attained between the horizontal
kinetic energy of the test model (9 in-oz) and the increase in system potential
energy (19 in-oz) which occurs as the model displaces from an initial tilt of
3 degrees to upset posicion, but problems associated with system friction
could readily account for this poor correlation. If the effect of the friction
in the overhead pulleys is introduced it causes a substantial increase in the
work done on the system by "lift" of the vehicle which would suggest that an
appreciably greater initial tilt should have been required to cause upset.
However, the cant introduced into the "trapeze" bar to neutralize the bearing
friction encountered in the trolley has a counter effect, since motion of the
trolley in the direction of ground (platform) motion causes the ballast to be
lowered for a given vehicle model position, thereby decreasing the total
potential energy of the system, Calculations of Appendix XVII indicate that
if the rolling coefficient of friction of the trolley were only half the cant of
the trapeze bar (which was actually set to neutralize static friction), a trolley
motion of only five inches would be required to balance the system energy
equations using the data collected in the test. In short, the observed test
data is not inconsistent with the prediction methods used in this study, but
neither does it provide quantitative justification for those prediction methods.
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11. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

11.1 INTRODUCTION

There were a number of areas treated in this study which could
clearly benefit from more detailed study and experimentation. Principal
areas are discussed in the following paragraphs.

11. Z ENERGY ABSORBER - SURFACE CONTACTOR CONSIDERATIONS

For the preferred alightment system described in Section 1. 2. 3, the
specific configuration of the honeycomb energy absorption element was
found to have a significant effect upon the design of the surface contactor.
However, the latter item outweighs the energy absorption element by
a factor of 10 and it appears that some compromise of the "efficiency"
of the absorber might permit a significant reduction in the weight of the
surface contactor. In any event, the combination of absorber and con-

tactor, which accounts for a third of the self-aligning quadripod alight-
ment system weight, should be studied as a unit with the view to estab-
lishing an optimum design. Since the bearing strength of the lunar surface
has a substantial influence on the design of the surface contactor, there
may be some merit in conducting design studies for two or three ranges
of bearing strength.

It would be well that refined studies of the absorber-contactor
give consideration to the problem of eccentric engagement of local ob-
stacles. In particular, attention should be given to the question of
whether it is better to allow the contactor or the energy absorber to
deform to accomodate obstacles encountered off the center of the surface
contactor area. The value of mechanical guides to restrain the honey-
comb absorber element from horizontal or irregular vertical deformation
deserves consideration.

For the purpose of further study of the mechanics of alightment,
there is a need to establish the effect on Vertical energy absorption char-
acteristics of simultaneous horizontal loading, and to assess the hori-
zontal reach afforded by the finite radius of the surface contactors.

11. 3 THE MECHANICS OF ALIGHTMENT

It would be useful to develop a mathematical model which would
be utilized to establish computer studies for a more thorough evaluation
of the performance capabilities of fixed and self-aligning alightment systems,
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and to permit the establishment of more complete specifications for
various features of the alightment systems. The mathematical model
should reflect the vertical and horizontal energy absorber characteristics,
the deceleration stroke length and the pertinent elasticity characteristics
of the vehicle and undercarriage structure. In addition, it should include
the influence of the axial and radial surface contactor motion associated
with alignment of the contactors with the lunar surface, and the several

pertinent alightment conditions such as vehicle alightment velocities and
attitudes and surface slope and other surface impediments. The de-
sirability of establishing a low limit for vertical velocity to enhance

stability should be considered. Because of the "plastic" deformation
characteristics of desirable types of energy absorbers, the analog com-
puter is probably better suited for this problem than the digital computer.

The study of alightment mechanics should include evaluation of
the load amplification associated with the elastic response of the vehicle
and structure to the fairly sudden application of the deceleration load.
Response motion histories should be established for the vehicle to per-
mit more complete specification of the mounting environment for equip-
ment on board the vehicle.

11.4 UNDERCARRIAGE STRUCTURE

Only a minimal effort was made in this study to optimize under-

carriage structure design. Further study of such structure would be
desirable, particularly with regard to establishing and evaluating various
concepts for providing the required alignment stroke. Stroking require-
ments for remote energy absorption could be considered to permit a
more precise evaluation of that approach.

11. 5 EMPIRICAL PROGRAMS

When more thorough analytical predictions of the performance
of pertinent alightment system concepts have been accomplished there
would be value in empirical programs to establish quantitative confirm-
ation of the performance of such concepts. Particular care should be
taken to establishing a test set up with sufficient precision and freedom
from friction to permit satisfactory quantitative data collection. Some
difficulties encountered in this respect are discussed in Section 10.4. 3.
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APPENDIX I

SPECIFIC ENERGY CAPACITY
OF METAL HONEYCOMBS

Problem: Establish the specific energy capacity of a Mar-Aging

Steel honeycomb structure.

Symbols (with typical units):

A = Actual cross-sectional Area of Metal (in

C = Specific energy capacity of absorber (per Unit Weight) (ft. -lb. /lb.

fA = Ratio of Metal Volume to Total Honeycomb Volume

Pav = Mean crushing stress (psi)

R = Ratio of cell wall thickness to cell diam.

t = Cell wall thickness (in)

eh Honeycomb density (lb. -sec. Z/in. 4)

Pm= Material density (lb.- sec*. /in. 4

S= Peak strain

Efficiency

Typ Tensile yield strength (psi)

qyp = Shear strength (psi)

The following relation is taken from reference 22:

Pay q'Y R2 (4.750
yp *K + 14. 314) + .155 R qyp

where K is a factor determined by the deformation characteristics
and is about 0.4 for hexagonal cell metal honeycomb structures.
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Pav (40.5R+ .155Yp ) R

C = Pav eeg (SeeS-ummary of Principal Equations, Appendix V)

C = 6 (40. 5 R + 1. 155 qyX_) R I-ype g 'y P

Determination of ehg in terms of geometry and density of material for hexa-

gonal cell honeycoribs"

A = (b - Za cos -- ) t + Zat

A = b + Za (1 - cos --- t
3

A = (b + a) t

h (a sinj7)+ tT r 3
h a V + t

a 2 (h - T) 3

b = 2a + Za cos 2 - a (1 + 1/2) 3a

A 44 at

fA A/bh =

t
R=-

2h

8

'A 3

eh =fA ?m

e= nA (ing) -8R emg
A 3 g

Specific energy capacity can be determined as follows:

Average Force - Stroke
Weight Density Volume
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= pav-(Area)-6- (height)C ht'(Area) t(height)

C YR - (40,5 R+ 1. 155 U--c=8 emg 'y p

Evaluating Pav and C hased on 80% compression for Mar-AgingSteel:

" m =0, 283 # /in 3

0.8

y= 250, 000 psi

qyp= 0 (this value is based on the recommendation of the author of refer-
ence Z2 that the shear deformation mechanism was found not to be
a significant factor for Mar-Aging Steel in workcarried out by the
author subsequent to':the publication of reference 22.)

Pav= 10.1 R Z .. 10 6 psi

C = 894,000 R ft-lb/lb

R 0.033 0.030 0.020 0.013 0. 010

Pav (psi) I., 000 9,100 4,050 :1,710 1,010

C (ft-lb/lb) 29,500 '26,800 .17,,900 '11,600 8,940
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APPENDIX II

SPECIFIC ENERGY CAPACITY OF IDEAL GASES

Problem: Establish the specific energy capacity of an ideal gas where
the gas is compressed adiabatically and then bled at constant
pressure.

Symbols (with typical units):

E = Total energy dissipated (ft. -lb.

Ec = Work done in compressing gas (ft. -lb.

Eb = Work done in bleeding gas (ft. -lb.)

p = Gas pressure (psi)

W = Total weight; of gas (lb.)

V = Total volume of gas (in 3

m = Total mass of gas (lb. -sec. /in.

T = Absolute temperature of gas (*Rankin)

R = Gas constant = p.V / (W T )(ft. / °Rankin)

C = Specific energy capacity of gas (per unit weight) (ft. -lb. /lb.)

Subscripts 'loll and "c" denote conditions at begining and end of compression
stroke, respectively.

E = Ec + Eb bleed phase

PC A /compression

Ec pdv k k)

Eb = Pc Vc Po------

V V=Vc (V ~k V
Ec - Po V 0  d Vc Vo

V= V0

V

Vo
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1

, (po) kvo PC

F -k Lk-i

- kLIP (2kL c k

Vc = V o~ PC. = Po C

PC). k IPo
k-1

Pcvc =P(pr) k

k-i

E= POVO [k.(RQ) k

pV = W-R-T

.RT' ',RT

k-i - i

For Air at approximate mean temp of 530"R:

R = 53.35 Ft/°R, k = 1.40

C 2. 25 (53. 35k (5300 R) Fl 4 O. Z86-

C. 70,700 ft [1..4(s) 0.286 - I

PC 0.286 0. 286

Po Po I P)- I fb)

2 1.219 0.72 50,900

4 1.485 1.08 76, 500

10 1.930 1.70 120,000
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APPENDIX III

SPECIFIC ENERGY CAPACITY OF DUCTILE METALS

Problem: Establish the specific energy capacity of ideal elasto-
plastic materials subject to gross plastic tensile strain.

Symbols (with typical units):

C = Specific energy capacity of deformable element. (ft. -lb. /lb.

Ea = Energy absorbed in deforming element. (ft. -lb.)

W = Weight of Element. (lb.)

A = Cross-sectional area of element. (in 2

L = Length of Element. (in.)

P9 = Weight density of Element. (#/in3

P = Tensile Load at yield. (lb.)

yp = Tensile Yield Stress (psi)

S= Total deflection of deformable element. (in.

Se = Elastic limit deflection of element. (in.)

S= Total Strain of element.

E = Elastic Modulus of element. (psi)
C Ea

W

W =ALg

EaP(S -a) P -

P =' p9A 
Ea-=LEa

6e -- L
AE_ E
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Based on values typically reported for rapture strain (% elong-
ation) and yield stress, the following capacities can be estab-
lished. See Section 4. 1 for discussion of rupture strains,

Steel Aluminum Aluminum
Material ASTM-A7 ASTM 3003 ASTM 2024

p77 (103 psi) .45 10 25

E (%) 20 25 15
g (lb/in3 ) 0. 282 0.0975 0.0975

E (1O6 psi) 29 10.0 10.6

C (ft-lb/lb) 2650 2130 3180
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APPENDIX IV

SPECIFIC ENERGY CAPACITY OF FRICTION ABSORBERS

Problem: Establish order-of-magnitude values for specific energy
capacity for coulomb friction energy absorption elements.

Symbols (with typical units):

K = Conductivity (BTU/hr-ft - *F)

cp = Heat Capacity (BTU/lb - *F)

C = Specific energy capacity per unit weight (ft-lb/lb)

O = Thermal diffusivity (ft 2 /hr)

tI = Surface temp. which is constant for 0> 0 - °F

ti = Initial temp. of unit ( F)

j = Thickness of disc( ft.)

= Specific weight of unit .(lb/ft3)

o = Instantaneous time (secs.)

4)4 = Fourier Modulus = Q0/61

6, = 2/2 (ft.)

Configuration of device

A satisfactory device to convert the kinetic energy of landing to
thermal energy by means of coulomb friction is a series of discs pressed
together in a stack. Alternate discs are keyed to a moving shaft while
the others are held fixed. This arrangement is shown in the following
diagram.
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The temperature distribution in the individual plates must be eval-
uated in order to determine the size of the discs for materials of in-
terest. It is necessary to make some assumptions about the system in
order to reduce the complexity of the analysis.

Ass umptions

1. The mating surfaces of the discs are at the same temperature.

Z. All of the energy is absorbed by the discs.

3. The vehicle is decelerated at a constant rate.

4. The surface temperature of the discs is constant (see discussion
below).

5. There is no radial heat flow.

Accounting for variable boundary temperature of the discs compli-
cates evaluation of the heat flow into the dics considerable. Since it
is desired that energy be absorbed at a nominally uniform rate, the
boundary temperature may be expected to vary more or less uniformly
from an initial value to a maximum value. It is assumed that the total
heat flow into the discs under such conditions can be reasonably approxi-
mated by the heat flow associated with a constant boundary temperature
equal to the mean value between initial and maximum boundary temper-
atures. The deriviation at the end of this appendix demonstrates that
material strength is not a major factor in determining the weight of
energy absorption elements and it is therefore assumed that the sur-
face temperature of the discs can be raised to the value at which
material strength is derated to 10% of nominal room temperature values.

The temperature at the center of a flat plate of thickness, is given

as a function of time by the following equation:

t - tl 4 Z e-(n-T/?)21
t = - sin 1 ; n 1, 3, 5...

ki - tl J( n 2
n= 1

(See reference 30, page 235)

Deceleration time

o = V/a = 35/10 (32.2) = 0.109 sec.
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The thickness required for aluminum and steel to obtain a
temperature at the center of the disc which is 95% that of the boundary
temperature after 0. 109 sec, have been determined as below, Any thick-
ness values less than these will provide a thermal efficiency of virtually
100%. The values established are sufficiently thick~so that this is
not a significant design limitation.

Disc thickness for aluminum

Material: Al Z219 - T8

Let = 0.05
ti - t 1

From Figure 10-2, page 235 of reference 30.

0= 1.38

= / ,  = K/c

0. 10 lb/in3 , K IZ8 BTU/hr-ft-°F, c,: = 0.ZI5 BTU/Ib - °F

d\= 128/0. 215 (0. 10) (172.8) = 3.45 ft 2 /hr.

3. 45 (0. 109) = 0 000418/42
(L/2)2 (3600) "

92= 0.00418/E-. = 0.000418/1.38 = 0. 000308

= 0. 01752 ft. = 0.21 in.

Disc thickness for steel

Material: Alloy Steel

Let 1t = 0.05t. - t

From Figure 10-2, page 235 of reference 30.

ti= 1. 38

'= 0.283 lb/in3 , K = 22.0 BTU/hr-ft-°F, c=0. 114 BTU/Ib-°F
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L.Q=o(o/ 61?; =K/c

= 22/0. 114 (0. 283) (1728)-- 0. 396 ft2 /hr.

0. 396 (0. 109) 0.0000481
(L/2)2 (3600)

2= 0.00004811I9 = 0. 0000481/1. 38 = 0. 0000349

= 0. 0059 ft = 0. 076 in.

Specific Energy capacity

Aluminum

E = W cp( t) Where n is approximately 1. 0 for this unit.

Ec =E- = 0p t
GW OFtP

t i = 200 °F

tmax = 640 °F (Temperature at which yield strength is 10% of strength
at room temperature)

Average surface temperature

tavg =(ti + tmax)/2 420 OF

C = 0.215 (420 - 200) (778) - 36, 800 ft-lb/lb

Steel

t. = ZOO OF

tmax = 1200 °F

Avg. surface temp.

tavg = (t i + tmax)/2 = 700 °F

C = 0. 114 (700 - 200) (778) - 44, 400 ft-lb/lb.
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Proportioning the discs

The proportions of the disc are dependent on the amount of energy
absorbed (E), Temperature increase (4 t), torque transmitted (T), and
shear strength (S).

Volume (V) of material required

V = E/fe, (At)1l = (R 2 - rZ) ,TL

Torque transmitted

T = SAr

The shear area (A) for the discs is only 1/2 of
the total circumferential area available due to the
splines required to lock the discs to the shaft.
Further, the length of discs locked to the shaft
is only 1/2 the total stack length.

A 1 (2I f 1ITrL

Combining the above equations
1

T/S = -" "JWr
2

V =JTr 2 L [(R)2 ]

= 2 -T L.)z-]
=( - r- ) 2 3

This last equation indicates that the strength of the niaterial will
not be a critical factor since the ratio of external to internal disc radii

can be adjusted to accomodate available material strengths.
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APPENDIX V

SIZING BULK ENERGY ABSORBERS

Problem: Determine proportions of bulk energy absorber required to
accomodate specific alightment parameters.

Alightment Parameters (with typical units):

m= Vehicle mass (lb. -sec. /in.

V = Impact Velocity (in. /sec.)

a = Peak deceleration (including gravity) (in. /sec2

17= Deceleration efficiency

Deceleration Stroke (in.)

T= ratio of local to earth gravity

Energy Absorber Parameters (with typical units):

C = Specific energy capacity (in. -lb. /lb.

p Peak crushing pressure (psi)

Pg = weight density (lb/in3)

E = Total Energy Capacity (in. -lb.)

W Total weight (lb.)

Vol = Total Volume (in 3

A = Cross section area (in 2

h = height (in.)

= energy absorbing strain

P = average crushing pressure (psi)

SPav/P
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From the foregoing definitions and elementary mechanical properties,

the following relations can be developed:

= Eh

Vol = Ah

p =
av

E = qma5 = PavA5 =CW

E = mV2 + mYge

Ka! v2 g

V2/ (qa -'g)

E -ma =.mV2/1 - --a)

C =PavA9 = Pav C
W.g

Summary of Principal Equations

1 v2/ (rta -I g)

h =151

C = EPav/eg

W -- ital' C (m V , i(I -  g

2C "I i a

mV2

A= rtma / Pav =w /(fg)
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Proportions for Mar-Aging Steel Honeycomb Absorber with Cell
Wall Diam. ratio (R) = 0. 013,force efficiency ( ) 0.9, and Strain (6) =

0. 8:

mg = 105 lb

V =35 fps

a =log

= 0.165

Pay = 1710 psi

Pg (8) .283 lb/in
3  See Appendix I

3
= 0,0098 lb/in'

= 2 5.8 in.

h 32 in.

A = 526 in. 2

W = 1661lb.
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APPENDIX VI

WEIGHT ANALYSIS OF HYDRAULIC CYLINDER ABSORBERS

Problem: Determine the total weight of a hydraulic energy absorption
system for alightment,

Symbols (with typical units):

r = Cylinder hoop stress (psi)

= End Cap Stress (psi) -R -t

W c = Weight of Cylinder (lb.)

We = Weight of piston and end cap. (lb.)

W o =Weight of oil (lb.)

W = Weight of piston rod (lb.)

Ap = Piston rod area (in ) 

E = Alightment energy (in. -lb.)

= Stroke of piston (in.) F

F = Maximum piston force (lb.)

p = Maximum fluid pressure (psi)

I= Force efficiency of energy absorption system

g= Weight density of cylinder material (lb. /in 3

(= Fluid weight density.- 9 g

Cylinder stress, 4-c = PR/tc (Case 1, page 268, ref. 29)

End cp strss, C= (3 / 4) p(T-)End cap stress, e = '/4e'R (Case 6, page 195, ref. 29)
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tc = pL, I e = (3/4p R2/C

W c = 2 rR tc1 ( 9g)

W e = Z-rrR 2 te ( g)

W. = A ( g),

W O = o( ( e g) --rrRS

F rrR2r

E =)Fg

A = F/1- (discounting buckling problems)

F

P-1rRZ - rRlhg

e (9g) 3 (E)3

Wtotal = W +We + p + W

Inspection of these weight formulae shows that the total weight is inde-

pendent of the number of cylinders provided buckling is no problem.
Cylinder weights for Tripod Alightment configuration are given below (It
is probable that buckling problem will increase piston rod weight);

C4 = 0.115, fl = 0.85

Pg = 0.283 lb/in 3

T = 60, 000 1. c.

1 (1.9 • 106 ft-lb)

Case I: 27" Case II: 7= 54"
p= 5000 PSI p= 5000 PSI

Wtot = 271 lb/cylinder Wtot = Z43lb/cylinder
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APPENDIX VII

FUEL SAVINGS WITH ASSISTED TAKE-OFF

Problem: Determine the fuel savings associated with using the landing
system as a catapult type engine in lieu of using rocket engines
to impart the same value of energy to the vehicle assuming

that the energy capacity of the catapult system is equal to the
energy absorbed at alightment and that the launch accelera-

tion rate is equal to the deceleration rate at alightment.
Assume also that the acceleration rate is constant.

Symbols (with typical units):

W = vehicle weight (total) (lb.

Wr = weight of fuel consumed by rocket engine (lb.)

wc = weight of fuel consumed by catapult engine (lb.)

e = specific chemical energy of fuel (per unit weight) (ft. -lb. /lb.

rocket engine combdstion efficiency

c= catapult engine efficiency

E = alightment (& launch) energy (ft. -lb.)

V = alightment velocity (ft. /sec.

T = acceleration thrust (lb.)

a = acceleration magnitude (ft. /sec 2

s = acceleration stroke (ft.)

t = duration of acceleration (sec.

ratio of local gravity to earth gravity

I = T t/wr =V?/2r e/g = Specific impulse of rocket engine (lb. -sec. /lb.)
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Ir = I2 g/(2e)

g g = g

V = at

V 2 = 2 a s

Wr = T (t/r)

r g (a+7fg) r-I27/wr W g

a = VZ/Zs

W r =W -V I+ V-s Z r e

E = ", e w

E = T-s

E T -T

g
Wc -W7c ( + g s)

V = 35 ft/sec

0.145 ( 2 + 0 ) *

I = 340 sec.

= 0. 1 (typical for gun)
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L r = 0.41

V4~ = (7. ZZ x 10-4 in

Z 7 7reg = 10, 780 ft/sec

w r = 3Z5 # (1 + 7. Z x 10 - 4 s(-

ini

w c = 4.2Z3 # (1 + 7. Z x 10 - 4) 8 (i.-)
in

s (in) Z7 54 108

1(7.22 )Is (in.) 1.0195 1.039 1.078

Wr (Ib) 331 338 350

wc (Ib)' 4.3 4.4 4.6

(wr - wc) (ib) 327 334 345
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APPENDIX VIII

SURFACE CONTACTOR STRESS ANALYSIS

Problem: Determine the configuration and sizes required for the sur-
face contactors.

Symbols (with typical units):

T = Stress, shear (psi)

7-= Stress, tensile (psi)

F Impact force (lb.

= Poisson's ratio

R = Outside radius of plate being analyzed (in.)

ro= Radius of load application (in.)

t = thickness of plate being analyzed (in.)

p = pressure acting on lunar surface (psi)

n = number of ribs

4I = moment of inertia (in

A Area (in 2 )

w weight of surface contactor components (lb.)

Pg= weight density (lb. /in 3 )

Material: 18 NiCoMo (300) Mar-Aging Steel

allow = 175, 000 psi

Tallow = 0. 6 V-allow = 105, 000 psi

0. 26, m = l/ = 3. 85, Pg = 0. Z83 lb/in3
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--(R-(r) r r_*

Assumed pressure

"distribution (conservative)

Pavg = 200 psi

For a triangular pressure distribution

P1 = 2 Pavg 400 psi

P 2 = 0. 75 P, = 300 psi

The average pressure acting over the shaded strip in the above
diagram is p = (300 + 400)/2 = 350 PSI.

4

I = 27(R/n A = 1/4 (R-r) = 1/4 (R-r) (2 R)/n

T= M/Z = l/1Z pA I/Z

Z=(1/4)(R-r) tl2 /6 2

4pA-TR Z 7r'pR-'=(R- r) tz n = -t4 n z  "

t 2 n2 = 2.( 2 pR 2 /V"

f

e

h~z

-ti N.A.

b A1  
tz  =400 psi
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3. Rib

The rib consists of a web made of sheet steel and a top flange plate.
The web is made triangular in shape along the length of the rib to elim-
inate material from regions which are not highly stressed. The rib is
analyzed as a beam fixed at one end with the portion of the outer plate
stiffened by the rib forming the bwer flange. It is assumed that all of
the bending load is taken by the flanges and all bf the shear load is re-
sisted by the web.

a. Web

b = 7T (R + r)/n F = pb (R-r)

A =(3/2) F/ 7 (For a rectangular section)

A = t I (hl + h 2 )

t=(3/2) P 7r (R 2 - r?)

T n (h 1 + h2 )

where n - number of ribs.

b. Upper Flange

-= Mh 2 /I M- 2/3 (pb) (R-r)l

I = Alhl 2 + A 2 h 2
2  B = 2 'rr/n (Conservative)

hl =A A 1 =bt 2
h 2  Al

h2 A (hl + h2)

hl (+ hz

A h A 1 
= ef
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4. Upper Suppor Ring

t_ t

-= pR/t R = r + t/Z

p = F/A = F/ZJT (r+t)h

where F is the force
transmitted from the
upper flange of the rib.

F (r + t/2)
2 (r+t)ht from which the dimensions

t and h can be determined.

5. Support Tube

The tube resists the shear
from the webs.

FT F = p Tr(RZ - rZ)

t t -- i - F H A =F/V"
FF

A =2K r t
-Z2 . _- -- = F

4 , F

FF
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

TRIPOD QUADRIPOD

UNIT Weight - lb. eight - lb.

Center Plate 62. 1 47. 2

Outer Plate 137. 5 45.6

Ribs 40.1 14.2

Upper Support Ring 6. z 4. 2

Support Tube 2.2 1. z

Total for One Unit 248. 1 1 1Z. 4

Total 744.3 449.6
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APPENDIX IX

STABILITY ANALYSIS

Problem: For the mission parameters of Section 2, determine the horizontal
"reach" required to prevent upset for a rigid undercarriage and for

a self-'aligning undercarriage.

Symbols (with typical units): Vertical

Ratio of local gravity to earth gravity a.
Vh = Horizontal velocity (ft. /sec. )

ax Inclination angle of surface (radians) L

b = Height of obstacle (ft.) h

r = Reach (ft.) a b
b

L = Increase in c. g. height (\
during tipping. (ft. Horizontal

/= Initial vehicle tilt
(radians)

Upset will not occur if the horizontal kinetic energy of the vehicle
at touchdown is exceeded by the increase in potential energy of the
vehicle as it moves from its initial contact status to its incipient up-
set status.

For a rigid system:

@ sin (X = (

sinJ3 "/3
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rnfgL = (1/Z)m Vh 2

Vh +(aj') 2 =h+ b+ L +(al+ a?) rO+ a rjJ

VV2
61 b+ L =~b + v

(a 0 = a, + a 2  [xi

h 2 +a a 2 r 2= [h + j+ a 0 X+ a? /yr]2a~

2 2 3 ) r ] 
2

h+al2r 2 h2+ 7.h6 1 +6 1 + 2(h+6
1) ( a 0 (+ a 2 j3) +(aoi+ a 3)2r

Yj=ao 0'+a23

r 2 [a12 _y%2j_ r [2 (h + b1)] - (2h +A)= 0

r= (h + 61)Vf ±/h2y2 + 2+( 2 h + 61) a 1
2

(aZ y 92)

Vh = 3. 5 ft/sec b = 1 foot

0 0. 165 ( = 3' = 0. 0523

h = 35 feet /3 = I ° = 0.0174
12. 25 ft.

= 1 ft. + O.2 ft. = 2.15 ft.
0.165(32.2)

0. 0174 (3 a 1 + 4 a 2 )
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Case I Case II I -

a,=1, a.ij 7 al=i, a2 =Z

0. 1218 R= 0. 19,14

r 17.95 ft. 22.06 ft.

R r ;2 t 25 ft. azr 2r 44 ft.

JL

For Self-Aligning System:

h

Assuming effect of alignment stroke on
c. g. height has negigible infuence on
stability and sinj =/3: -" " 7" /77-

L+ h (1 -/3 2 ) +r I- ; 2 +h 2

[L + h (1B 2 ) + r Z L + h (IfZ)

2 -t (1-B-) - h' = 0 L

s Vh-
(S2 = h + L = h +2 "/ fg r.

r- r" (2j6,) - JL (h + 6,) Hrona ' .
- ~h-'-'z'~-2'Horiontal 7

1< 36, +4f(3 )2 + L (h.+ 2 ) I____ _

3. 5 ft/sec _J (deg) i°  1°  20

0 h (ft) 36 35 35O.165

L = .15 ft. 2 (ft) 36. 15 37. 15 37. 15

T/A h) 14 ;(ft) 9.84 9.70 10.4

A 0. 7 ft/degree
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Testing Tolerable Velocity sensitivity to changing J

2 h' L
4(E r- i-r -r

__ Vh

- ;Vh rTg

j' = 0. 165
V Vh =3. 5ft/sec

r = .70 ft.

___ -7 0&...26 fps/degree
B V h
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APPENDIX X

DURATION OF TIPPING MOTION

Problem: Perform an approximate "inverted"1

pendulum analysis to determine the
time from touchdown to upset for the
"borderline" upset case.

mRZ- V - m)'g R = 0 Symbols:

0 - b2  
=t = time (sec)

'X-gEGeometric symbols per sketch:

R

Vertical
A I A cosh (bt) + A 2 sin h (bt)h

0=b [ Al sinh(bt) +A 2 cosh (bt)]h

To just produce upset:

(112) mrVn = mn g h o

@h «< R

0 R

0 sin V1i- Cos 9 ~ 2 R

@t o; cosh (bt) = 1I= h, /

sinh (bt) =0 -4 /

A,= 0 2ho/

A 2 = 41b -V/Rb= - i 2 /RI
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0 Z V ho/R [cosh (bt) sinh (bt)] 12 h,/ -bt

O = Z 2h/R

e bt =-6/h~

2 bt = in (ho /h)

t =(1/Zb)ln(h 0 /h)

@ h= 0, t = 0

I h= ho/0
@f=0. 165

tR = /(35ft) 2 . + (9.. 7 ft)2 
=36. 3 ft (see Table, Appendix IX)

1/2 b= ~ = 1.31 sec

t = 3. 0 sec.
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APPENDIX XI

EFFECTS OF UNBALANCE OF
ENERGY ABSORBERS ON TIPPING

Problem: What amount of tilting occurs during landing due to an
unbalance of the force characteristics of the energy absorbers.

Symbols (with typical units):

a = Vertical deceleration (ft. /sec.

F = Force acting on vehicle due to energy absorbers (lb.)

h = Height of vehicle c. g. (ft.

I = Moment of inertia of vehicle about point at which vertical
axis of vehicle intersects bottom of vehicle. (lb. -ft. -sec

m = Mass of vehicle (lb. -sec /ft.

r = Vehicle reach (ft.)

T = Torque (ft. -lb.)

t = Time (sec.

V = Horizontal velocity of c. g. due to tipping (ft. /sec.

(X = Tangential acceleration during tipping (radians/sec

LJ= Angular velocity during tipping (radians/sec.)

9 = Vehicle rotation during tipping (radians)

5h= Horizontal movement of c. g. due to tipping (ft.)

9] =(
I} = at 2

Q(= T/I
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T = (Fl FZ) r

F 1 + F 2 =ma

Let A = FZ/Fl

T = F 1 (1 - A) r

ma =F, (1 + A) h

T _ F1 (1-A)r =a (1-A)r r
Ix T - (1 +A) hT

ar [_L-A]F2

V =Ljh aQ-t-h

4h -Ljh (t)z
A =9/10

a lOg

r 10 ft.

h =35 ft.

t =0. 1 sec.

V =0. 48 ft/sec

=0. 29 in.
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APPENDIX XII

SELF - ENERGIZING LOCK

Problem: Establish criteria for a self-energizing lock.

Symbols (with typical units):

F, N = Normal Forces (lb.

/ = Coefficient of Friction

0 = Wedge Angle (radians)

Far Sliding Wedge: N

For equilibrium of the wedge:

F = Ncos 0 -n N sin 0

Lock is self-energizing whengf F = N sin 0 + gnN cos 0

Combining above equations

f= N (sin 0 + I'n cos 0)

N (cos 0 - gn sin 0

S " =sin 0 +9n cos 0
cos 0 -9n sin 0

For small values of 0:

.f= 9+/gn(1) o+ -n =
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Fo.r "Roller" Wedge: N

Assuming rolling friction is negligible lock will be self-energizing if
/If and/J. are each equal to or less than the minimum value required to

prevent slippage.

Far equilibrium of the roller:

N sing /.2nNcosg+/LfF

N cos 0+IZn N sing = F

Combining above equations

singQ= cosO + + n

An= sin 01(1 + cos 0)

92 f = khn " = I9n/(In sin 0+ cos 0)

For small values of 9

An f 0
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APPENDIX XIII

ALIGNMENT STROKE REQUIREMENTS

Problem: Determine surface contactor displacement requirements for the
quadripod and tripod self-aligning landing systems under the
following conditions (assume an equalizing differential connection
of the lock trip line).

The following surface conditions were used to ascertain the maximum
stroke required during the aligning phase of the landing for the quadripod

and tripod configurations:

1) 30 slope plus a 1 foot obstacle under one contactor,

2) 30 slope plus a 1 foot obstacle under two adjacent contactors,

3) 30 slope plus a 1 foot obstacle under two opposite contactors for

the quadripod configuration and a 1 foot obstacle under one of
two pads on upper portion of slope for the tripod configuration.

In all cases, a nominal displacement criterion is given by the
expression:

TXn= 
0

where x is the displacement of strut n having a datum which is the hori-
zontal pane in which all surface contactors can lie when the trip line is
taught. A positive stroke indicates a direction down from the datum.

The maximum stroke requirement found for a given surface contactor
in the following analysis will be the same for all surface contactors since the
landing orientation cannot be predicted.

QUADRIPOD CONFIGURATION

Surface Condition 1

x 4 4

x I  X3
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Aligning Conditions (Conditions required tu keep vehicle in pre-alightment

attitude)

x z = x 3

x z + rK4= x 1

x - r v x 4 + b

By combining these equations with the self aligning criteria the required

stroke for each strut can be determined.

Required Stroke of Each Strut

b b
X, r C + 4x3 4x1 =r +x3 =4

b 3b
x -- -4+(r -+ 4)

@ r = 153 in,

b = 12" (1' obstacle)

C = 3' *0.,0523

then:

x = 9. 58", - 3. 58"

x = x 3 = 3.00"

x = -15.58, -2.42"

Surface Condition 2

Aligning Conditions

x I x 2 -- - r Y2 -_

S3 x4 

X

x 3 = x 4  x

xI  x =2r +

ZXl' X21

Required Stroke of Each Strut

X= x 2 =(r +

2

8 1 2
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@ r = 153'

DI ±0.0523

r0 1 , = 6,58"

b = 12"

then:

x I = x 2 = 10, 65", 1.35"

x3 = x 4 = -10.65", - 1.35"

Surface Condition 3

Aligning Conditions x2, x3

x2 = x 3  __x

-ro -b = x 2

Required Stroke of Each Strut

x I  rC + b x3 b

+b b
>:z - x4 =-r +

-) 4

@ b = 12"

d:= +3 ° = *0.0523

r = 153"

r =6. 58"

then:

x I = 12. 58" or -0. 58"

x2 = x 3 = 6"

x4 = 12, 58" or -0. 58"

SUMMARY

Maximum positive stroke = 12. 58 in,

Maximum negative stroke = 15. 58 in.

Total stroke = 28. 1.6 in.
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TRIPOD CONFIGURATION

Surface Condition 1

Aligning Conditions

x2  = x3  r r_

2 1
xZ  x I + b + 3/2 r oi -i.

b

Required Stroke of Each Strut

xl = (r +-2b

Xz x r + b

2 3 2 3

@ r = 18.2' = 218"

Q' = ± 0. 0523

rO = ± 11.4"

then::

x I =-19. 4", +3. 4"

x2 = x=3 +9. 7", -1.7"

Surface Condition 2

Aligning Conditions

x1 =x 3 + b + ro

r - x x2
x2 = 3  _

Required Stroke of Each Strut x

2bxI = o( + Z3

x x o
2=3 2 3)

@ b = 12"

Q(9( 3 ° = * "0.0523

r C = * 11.4"
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Then:

x =+19.4"; -3.4

x 2 = x 3 = -9.7; + 3.4

Surface Condition 3

Aligning Conditions

x I = x 3 + b + (3/2)r c

x= x 3 + b rXt

Required Stroke for Each Strut

ro 2b X '

*2bx 1 = r < 7
-f +Zb/

x2 z- 36+

@ b = 12"

O = 3 ° = * 0.0523

r = Z18"

r( = 11.4"

Then:

x I =- 3.-4"; 4 19.4"

x2 = 13.7"; .2.3"

x 3 = -9.7"; + 1.7"

SUMMARY

Maximum positive stroke = 19. 4 in.

Maximum negative stroke = 19. 4 in.

Total Stroke = 38.8 in.
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APPENDIX XIV

UNDERCARRIAGE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Problem: Perform sample size and weight calculations for a supoort structure suit-
able for a 100, 000 lb. vehicle with a self-aligning tripod alightment system

having a horizontal radius of 18. Z feet to the surface contactor. Assume
Aluminum structural materials with an allowable tensile stress of 60, 000

psi, and allowable shear stress of 36, 000 psi per Section 3.

P I 1 I (100,0061b)m(l) 367,000 lb (per Section Z.3. 1)

PR = 0. Z PV= 73,400 lb.

PT = 0.1 PV = 36, 700 lb.

S.410

A P PR 2. 3' dimension based on clearance

requirements per Section 2. 3. 3 and

Table 1 and alightment stroke of
SP 19.4 per Appendix XIII.

PV

Resultant Axial Loads:

Load applied to member AB 367, 000 lb. Compression
Load applied to member BC 587, 000 lb. Compression
Load applied to member CD 238, 000 lb. Compression
Tension applied to member BD 580, 000 lb. Tension
Tension applied to member AF 43, 300 lb. Tension or Compression
Loads in member AE same as in member AF.

Resultant Moments on Member AF (or AE)

Torsion Load = (36, 700 Ib) (3 ft) (8 Z. 52 48, 000 ft-lb.

(36,700) (3 ft) (-) = 14, 900 ft-lb in A-E-F Plane.
Bending Moment 3 ( t) 5

1 /8.Z0\V4.00
6.4l= 22,500 ft-lb in I Plane
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General Symbols

E = Elastic Modulus (= 10 7 psi for aluminum)

A = Cross sectional Area of Member (in2 )

I = Area Moment of Inertia of Member (in 4

c = Distance from centroid to extreme fiber (in)

r = Radius of Gyration of Member (in)

P = Applied Force (lb)

M = Applied moment (in-lb)

T = Applied Torsion (in-lb)

f = Applied stress (psi)

F = Allowable stress (psi)

L = Length of member (in)

W = Weight of member (lb)

w = Specific weight of Aluminum (0, 101 lb/in3)

Member in Simple Tension

Member BD

P = 580, 000#

L = 124 in.

For 9" dia tube with (3/8)" wall

A = 10. 16 inz

Tensile Stress

P
f = - 57,000 psi < F

A

Therefore, above tube is satisfactory

W - wAL = 7lb.
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Member in Simple Compression

Member BC

P = 587, 000 lb.

L = 102.Z in.

For 8 inch diam tube with (1/2)" wall

A = 11.78 in 2

r = 2.66 in.

f = P/A = 50,000 psi,<F = 60,000 psi

Critical P for Buckling =Pcr

Pcr = A -E (..--.r )2 = 785,000 lb >P

Therefore, above tube is satisfactory

W = wAL = 121 lb.

Member CD

P = 238, 000 lb

L = 72"

For 6" diam tube with (i)" wall

A = 4. 52 in2

r = 2.03 in.

f = 52,600 psi < F

Pcr = 356, 000 psi.> P

Therefore, above tube is satisfactory

W = 32. 9 lb
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Member with Axial and Transverse Loads

Member AB 3)7, oo 1b

Maximum M = (73,400 lb) ' (36 in) -

Maximum M = 2. 26 - 106 in-lb.

72"
For 9" square tube with (3/4)" wall: 3o 06

I = 282 in 4

116,000 Ib

A = 24.8 in 2  36

P Mcr*~ 73,4OO 1,
M axim um f = - + -y --

Maximum f = 57, 800 psi F

Therefore, above tube is satisfactory

W = wAL = 180 lb (72" length AB, only)

Member with Compression, Torsion and Bending Loads

Member AF

L = 113 in

Design Criteria per MIL-HDBK-5 Section Z. 53

Fc +2 + (L I where subscripts c, b, and s

Fb denote stresses due to com-

pression, bending and shear,
respectively.

For 7" diam.tube with (3'/8)" wall

I (area) = 43.0 in 4

I (polar) = 95. 9 in4

A = 7. 8 in 2
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Compression Stress (Axial Load 43, 300 lb)

P
fc = E- = 5,500 psi

Bending Stress

Mma x = 4 14.9)2 + (22. 5)2 :. 103 ft-lb - 32, 400 ft-lb

= Mmax "  = 32, 700 psib I (area)

Shear Stress (due to torsion load)

Tc = 21,000 psi

I (polar)

Checking design criteria

=+ (.)2 = + (3 2 .7 2+ ()0.875 <1

Therefore, above tube is satisfactory

W =wAL = 89.0lb.
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APPENDIX XV

FUEL REQUIREMENTS FOR LUNAR LAUNCH

Problem: Determine the ratio of fuel mass to capsule mass necessary to

accelerate a capsule from the lunar surface to a velocity at the
end of the propulsion phase sufficient for escape of the capsule
from the lunar field of gravity. Assume that the thrust and
fuel consumption rates are constant during the propulsion phase

and that the change in lunar gravity during that phase is negli-
gible. The thrust value shall be equal to the maximum value
allowable for the capsule.

Symbols (with typical units):

r = radius distance from center of moon (ft.) +

v = rate of change of r (ft. /sec. )

t = time elapsed from launch ignition (sec.) *

g acceleration due to gravity at earth = 32. 2 ft. /sec 2

A = ratio of maximum capsule acceleration to gravity at earth surface

mc= capsule mass (lb. -sec /ft.

rnf= mass of fuel at launch ignition (lb. -sec /ft.)

m = mc + mf = total vehicle mass at launch ignition (lb. -sec2/ft.)

F = mf/m = ratio of fuel mass to capsule massc

q = mf/tb = fuel consumption rate (lb. -sec /ft. -sec.)

T = mc A = Thrust (lb.)

I= Ttb/mfg = Specific Impulse of fuel (lb. -sec. /lb.)

T= ratio of gravity at lunar surface of gravity at earth surface

* Subscript "b" denotes status at end of propulsion phase (burnout)

+ Subscript "s" denotes condition at lunar surface
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Mass at any instance during propulsion phase (m- qt)

(m:- qt) dv/dt = T - (m-qt) -f g

dv f0 tj[ T t - Tgj dt

V = T (i),k In (1l- t--g

r- = vdt v -
fo

r n a{ t) 2 +r

mf T T incA
t b - tb -Ig - I

tb = FI/A

T
- = Igq

Tm T= (-) Ig m I (+F)T-z-- q q f. =mCAl A

At Burnout:

t =tb

(l--- t) -(lmr) _ mc = 1
m m mc+mf 1 + F

Vb -Ig- I n  T -- Ig F-f

Vb= Ig ln l+F) - g - .L

rb12 g (1+F ir [ i 1n (1 + Fe+A 1-F - n 1 A-2

j2 A F - In 1+F)] - 7F 2 +g-A rsr
b
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The energy available for lunar escape at burnout is equal to the kinetic

energy of the capsule at burnout velocity and the amount of energy re-
quired is equal to the integral of the mutual attractive force with respect

to the distance traveled integrated over the range from burnout radius
to infinity.

00

Mc Vb = f[1Kr2 mc] dr

rb

2 7 g rs2

rb

Substituting for rb

Vb 2 = (2A
2 ) 2 7g rs

2

b igg-{ZA[ F -In (l+F)] -7F + ZAL s

(Vb)l =( -A--Y 1  - ) [F-n(1+F)] F2 + A rs

(Vb)= Ig [n(l+F) - F

A valid solution for F is one which provides equal values of (Vb) 1 and
(Vb) 2. The transcendental nature of the expressions indicates iter-
ative solution procedures.

For Lunar Surface 7= 0. 165
1080 miles

Some calculatedvalues for representative A and I values are given be-
low (200 sec is a low specific impulse value, taken low to compensate

for engine weight):

I A F Vb tb

(sec) ,, (fps) (sec)

200 40 2.23 7490 11.2
200 20 2..26 7480 23
200 10. Z. 29 7420 46
250 10 1.58 7410 40
300 10 1.19 7390 36
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APPENDIX XVI

BALLAST REQUIREMENT FOR DROP TESTS

m c = Chain and cable mass (lb. -sec 2/ft.)

T b . 2
TVm Moelveic mass (lb. -sec /ft.

xvballast s scal atr(ellnt

V U =weight unbalance (lb.)

a =acceleration (ft. /sec!)

"vehicle g =earth gravity 32. 2 ft. /sec 2

F

Eqs. of motion-

F +TV - rrgm=.<iKv -mva

Tb -mbg = mb:;b =mba

TV Tb = Mc ;Cb M ica

F = inv (g-a) -TV my (g-a) -T b

F = myV (g-a) -mc a - in b (g + a)

F =(m. V- mb ~) g (iy+mb +mc) a

@. F=O0; a = a

mb =m v g-a 0  - mc(a

m b fnV [ (g +ao) - 2ao] -m cao /(g +ao)
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Mb= M (g_- mc(g~ag g+ a

a0

tm b =m v ( +ij4s) ym K
mb m 1 iis) -(mn,+ rc)(

m-b +m-b7Ts =mv (m v+m )rS

U =(m v-mb )g z (rn +m c +mb) fg

M m +mb =(Zmv + inc) (1 + S)

U (Zm v+m g( +7s)
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APPENDIX XVII

EVALUATION OF UPSET TESTS

Problem: Establish appropriate energy balance relationships to evalu-
ate correlation between observed test data and analytical,
system performance prediction methods.

Assuming that upsetting motion commences after the vertical
impact motion has been arrested, the total energy of the system is the
kinetic energy associated with the horizontal motion of the test mass
relative to the alightment platform. During an alightment action which
just produces an incipient upset status, all this energy will be trans-
ferred to increase the potential energy of the test apparatus or will be
consumed in system friction. There are two ways in which the system
potential energy can vary in an alightment action. The potential energy
level can increase due to the lift of the vehicle c. g. associated with up-
setting motionoperating against the test unbalance. The potential energy
level can decrease (for a given vehicle elevation) due to the drop of

the ballast which occurs as the suspension trolley moves along the
slightly canted "trapeze" bar in the direction of alightment platform
motion. During an upsetting motion, the support chain is driven a
distance equal to the sum of the vehicle c. g. lift and the ballast drop.
This motion, operating against the chain and pulley friction, consumes
energy as does the horizontal motion of the trolley operating against

the trolley bearing friction.

Let the appropriate physical quantities be indicated by the symbols
indicated in the sketch or defined below:

Eh = Horizontal Kinetic Energy (in. -lb.

EL Increase in system P.E. due to vehicle c. g. lift (in. -lb.)

Eb Increase in system P.E. due to ballast drop (in. -lb.)

E c Friction energy consumed in driving chain and pulley (in. -lb.

Et = Friction energy consumed in driving trolley (in. -lb.)
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XL = Lift of vehicle c. g. (in.

Xb drop of ballast (in.)

X = horizontal trolley displacement (in.t

Adt trolley friction coefficient

Y Angle of trapeze cant (radians)

Vh = horizontal alightment velocity (in. /sec.

Wv = weight of vehicle and attached
mass subject to horizontal motion. (Ib)

Wb = ballast weight (lb.)

U = vertical unbalance force (lb. )

F c  chain and pulley friction force (lb.

XL =I - 10

1, = r + (h + AN )(1 - 2

1,= V rZ + {h +Ah +r -

The following relationships are applicable:

Eh = EL + E b +E t

EL =U XL

Eb = - Wb Xb

Ec F c (XL + Xb)

Et= M4 tWb Xt

Eh W v Vh 2 /(g)

Xb =-Xt
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(U+ FC)XL +(F c - Wb) Xb + AA-tWb Xt -W, VhZ2 /(g) =0

(U + Fc)XL+ [fFC + (4it - yJ ) Wb~3 Xt W Vh 2 (2g) 0

@A t= y /2, what is X ?

Wy, Vh / (2g) - (U + F,) XT,
xt FC- Wb4)/2

xt2 (U + FC) XT, - W" Vh 2 /g

@r = 10. 5 in.

h32. 0 in. 2measured test values

C= 6. 213= 0. 109j

X L 1. 08"1 @ B =30

xL 1. 22" @B=Z*

X L 1. 53"1 @ B 0*

@ v= 31.51lb.

W b 28.91lb.

FC 10 oz. measured test values

U =18 oz.

V 1/48

Vh 3. 6 in/sec

=t 6. 1 XL - 2. 0 in.

X = 4.6"1 @ B = 3

=t 5.4"1 @ B = 20

Inspection shows that if 4 It were changed to zero, Xt would be halved.
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APPENDIX XVIII

SKETCHES OF TEST APPARATUS
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.24' all48

Chain

Main Ballast

Secondary Ballast

Test Model

Figure 17 Test Vehicle Suspension Rig.
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-. Two Fiber Tubes
Approx 20" Diam
by 72" Total Length

,Spherical Bushing

/

r~~~ i, - zt

Three Thumb Nuts to
Provide Lateral Adjustment
of Spherical Bushing Position

Threaded to Provide Vertical
Adjustment of Spherical Bushing
Position

Four Alightment Strut Mechanisms

Equally Spaced.

Figure 20 Test Vehicle
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8

31

Ball Bushing

4"i

Ball Bushing

Trip Line 1

Figure2 1 Alightment Strut and Mechanism
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APPENDIX XIX

PHOTOGRAPHS OF TEST APPARTUS
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Figure of Man

approximately to

Scale.

Figure 26 Vehicle in Touchdown Status
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Trolley

Inclinormete r

Figure 28. Vehicle in Upset Position
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Self-Energizing

Figrae 31.tacigtor tStu
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; Spherical Bushing Connection

Piezoelectric Accelerometers

Figure 34 Vehicle Suspension Arrangement
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Primary Balu st

3Clearance Slot for
; ' ,.Suspension Rod

Suspension Chain

Secondary Ballast

Figure 35 Vehicle During Drop Test
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APPENDIX XX

TYPICAL ACCELEROMETER RECORDING
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